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SUMMARY

The excavation of an  area of 6ha  within the 50ha development site on the south side of

Maltings  Lane,  Witham, uncovered evidence of almost continuous land use from the Late

Bronze Age  to  the present day, with the exception of the Late Saxon period. The main

archaeological results are summarised and their importance  discussed.

The earliest evidence of human activity  dates to  the Neolithic (c.4000-2000 BC), and is

represented by a few flint tools  and a  single sherd of pottery. In the Late Bronze Age and

Early Iron Age activity was mainly concentrated in the south west  of the  site but a few

fragments of field boundaries are scattered  across  the excavated  areas.  Apart from the field

boundaries, the main features are four Late Bronze Age roundhouses with  associated  pits.

These  roundhouses represent  some  of the earliest settlement activity uncovered in the

immediate vicinity. The Middle to Late Iron Age activity completely disregards the layout of

the  Late  Bronze Age system and imposes a series of new boundaries, the  essence  of which

last until the late Roman period. Two small enclosures  and series  of linear  post-hole

alignments are  the  main features  associated  with the Middle and Late Iron Age. The first,

and only, evidence of possible ritual activity  also  dates to this phase and comprises a

Storage Jar oven / hearth and a human skull placed in the terminus  of one  of the enclosure

ditches.

During the Latest Iron Age and early  Roman  periods a large sub-circular  enclosure seems  to

have been in constant use although a number of minor alterations to its form and possibly

function occurred throughout the  phase,  including the construction and subsequent

demolition of a barn/ pen. A natural hollow was first  used as a  crop-processing  area  during
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the Latest  Iron Age and continued developing and being maintained, apparently for the  same

usage  through until the late Roman period. The mid and late Roman  phases saw

modifications to the layout of the enclosures, although the major boundaries remain in place.

Smaller more regular fields/ enclosures and the construction of a structure with cobble

foundations and a possible threshing floor suggest an increase in crop processing. An

increase in the number  of good  quality artefacts and imported pottery along with a number of

cremation burials with attendant  vessels,  perhaps suggests a rise in the status / wealth of

the site during  this  phase. Initial comparison between Maltings  Lane  and the nearby  site at

Ivy Chimneys  suggests  that there is no evidence for direct physical links and very little

similarity in  use or  function.

Early Saxon activity mainly consists of six sunken-featured buildings, grouped in three pairs,

and a  scatter  of pits and post-holes. The Saxon features completely disregard the previous

layouts  and seem  to be deliberately placed on top of several  late  Roman  features.  A large

percentage of the artefacts dating  to  this period are associated with textile working. A

decrease in the amount of domestic animal  bone  and an increase in game animal  bone

suggests  that food produced from farming was being supplemented by hunting. The end of

the Saxon occupation, in c550AD,  sees a  break in the geographical and temporal continuity

of the site with the  focus  shifting northwards to along the  road frontage  and no further

features or artefacts on site pre-dating c1000AD.

A medieval farmstead stood alongside the  Roman  road that evidently continued in use and is

first evidenced by a  series  of enclosures. By the 13th century the farmstead  was a  complex,

comprising a  house/  byre, a 'corn-drier, a post-built barn or animal pen and a possible pond.

Artefactual and  ecofactual  evidence suggest that  at  least some of the produce from the

farmstead was processed on site  and the surplus may have been traded at a  local  market.

The archaeological evidence at Makings Lane  seems  to finish in or around the 16th century.

However, the still extant Jacksons Farm which lies approximately .100m to the  east  of the

medieval farmstead contains elements dating  to  the 16th century and may represent the

next  phase  in the occupation.

The excavated evidence facilitates the study of  localised  landscape development from

prehistoric times, through the Late Iron Age,  Roman, Saxon  and medieval periods. The

large and/or significant artefact and environmental  assemblages  recovered contribute to the

dating and interpretation of the site evidence, and establish the character of occupation and

agricultural activity in successive periods. It is proposed to publish the results of this

excavation in the East Anglian Archaeology series.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Planning Background  (Fig. 1)

This report sets out the results of large-scale archaeological excavations carried out by

Essex County Council Field Archaeology Unit (ECC FAU) on land to the south of Maltings

Lane, Witham (Fig. 1). A programme of evaluation (section 1.4.2), and subsequently

excavation, was undertaken in response to a planning application for housing and

commercial development over an area of c.50 hectares. The archaeological investigation

comprised c.6 hectares in the centre of the development area. Excavation was carried out in

accordance with a brief prepared by Essex County Council's Heritage Advice, Management

and Promotion team (ECC RAMP).

1.2 Report Layout

Section 1 outlines the background to the project, the methodologies employed and an

overview of the aims and objectives. Section 2 presents a summary description of the

excavated remains, by chronological phase. Sections 3 and 4 provide summaries of the

various artefact and ecofact assemblages recovered, by general material and/or type.

Section 5 assesses the archaeological evidence collectively, and examines its ability to

inform the original research aims established for the project and concludes with an outline

proposal for dissemination of these results by academic publication. Illustrations are all

located toward the rear of the report. Supporting data is presented as a series of appendices

at the end.

1.3 Location,  Topography and Geology  (Figs. 1, 2)

The development area, centred on TL 8150 1320, lies at the southern edge of modern

Witham on the western slopes of the Blackwater valley. The area is defined by the A12

Witham Bypass to the south, the Hatfield Road (81369) to the north-west, Maltings Lane to

the north and Howbridge Hall Road to the east (Fig. 1). The main excavation  areas  (Fig. 2,

Areas B, C, E and the Haul Road) cover the centre-east of the development  area, forming a

central strip 200m wide and extending 350m south from Maltings Lane, with two further

areas excavated immediately to the north-west (Areas F and G). Two outlying areas (Areas

A and D) lie 500m to the south-west and 100m to the south-east respectively.

The main excavation areas straddle a ridge that slopes away to the south-east and north-

west. At the highest point, near the centre of the site, the ground level is c.28m OD. The
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ground gradually falls away to c.22.4m OD at the northwest end of the site and to c.25.1 m

OD at the south-east end.

Prior to development the land was under arable cultivation. The underlying geology of the

area is a chalky till. The surface geology, however, varies throughout the-site from

brickearth over chalky boulder clay in the west to brickearth and sandy gravel in the south

and east. In two locations, in the northwest and along the eastern edge of the site, the

underlying chalk was particularly high and was encountered in some of the deeper features.

1.4 Archaeological Background  (Fig. 3)

1.4.1 Previous  archaeological work in the area '

Significant archaeological investigations have previously taken place in Witham and its

suburbs. Two sites, Witham Lodge and Ivy Chimneys, are of particular interest in relation to

the Maltings Lane excavations.

The Early to Middle Iron Age 'Witham Lodge Earthwork', as reconstructed by Rodwell (1993

and Turner 1999, 260-267), encloses a very large area immediately to the north of the site.

Rodwell projected the southern limit of the earthwork as running along the northern edge of

the site. Hatfield Road (the B1369), which forms the north-west boundary of the Maltings

Lane site, follows the line of the original Roman road from London to Colchester. To the

southwest and northeast of Witham the Roman road alignment is that of the modern A12,

but locally the A12 has been diverted to form the Witham Bypass. The Roman road cuts

through the Witham Lodge earthwork, apparently ignoring it.

The site at Ivy Chimneys, which lies 400m to the north-west of the site, produced evidence

of activity from the Early Iron Age through to late Roman and has been interpreted as a

largely domestic settlement, whose religious component evolved into a local cult centre

(Turner 1999). The Ivy Chimneys and Maltings Lane sites lie directly opposite each other,

either side of the Roman road, and their developments show broadly similar date ranges.
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1.4.2 Previous work at Maltings  Lane (Fig 3)

Fieldwalking surveys were carried out on the site in 1995 (Brooks 1995) and 1996 (Garwood

1996) and a geophysical survey in 1996 (Richardson 1996). Trial trenching evaluations

were undertaken in 1996 (Wade 1997) and 1999 (Clarke 1999).

The 1995 fieldwalking survey identified a large concentration of Roman material around the

central ridge, but apart from spreads of post-medieval material and scatters of both worked

and burnt flint, very little else was found. The smaller area fieldwalked in 1996 produced a

small amount of prehistoric material but not in quantities that would necessarily suggest

settlement. The trenching in 1996 and 1999 was used to test the earlier fieldwalking and

aerial photographic results. This identified Iron Age, Roman and Saxon activity on the higher

ground at the centre of the area, further Roman activity on the lower ground in the northeast

part of the site, and medieval activity in the northwest corner, adjacent to Maltings Lane

itself. The areas of excavation reported upon here were located in relation to the results of

these evaluations (Fig. 3) as specified in the Brief of Archaeological works produced by the

Heritage, Advice, Management and Promotions Team of Essex County Council.

1.5 Aims and objectives

Five broad Research Objectives (ROs) were identified on the basis of information provided

by previous archaeological work and incorporated into the Project Design produced prior to

commencement of the excavation phase (Lavender 2000):

RO1.  Determine the nature and significance of the prehistoric activity in Area A.

R02.  Examine the major transition periods between the late Iron Age/Roman periods and

the late Roman/Early Saxon.

R03.  Determine the nature and economy of the Romano-British,  Saxon  and medieval

settlements.

R04.  Examine the settlement activity in  association  with its  landscape.

R05.  Determine the relationship of the Roman activity on site with the ritual complex at Ivy

Chimneys.

These Research Objectives were used to formulate a strategy for the excavation of the site.

Further detail was provided in the form of a number of Specific Objectives (SOs) that set out

the means by which the Research Objectives would be achieved. These are listed in

Appendix 2 and discussed in relation to the excavated evidence in Section 5.
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1.6 Excavation Methods

All areas were stripped using a 3600 tracked excavator with a toothless ditching bucket

under the supervision of an experienced archaeologist, except where the presence of

overhead power lines necessitated removal of topsoil with a bulldozer.

A pre-excavation plan was drawn using a Total Station Theodolite (TST), and 10 x 10m site

grids were set up for local planning in areas of dense archaeology. Other less dense areas

were located using a system of planning points. All grids and planning points were surveyed

in using the TST.

Areas were targeted for intensive investigation using the pre-excavation plan in order to

address the Research Objectives. Surfaces were cleaned to ensure good definition of

features. All features were excavated by hand except where machined trenches were

necessary due to considerations of time or depth. Intersections and terminals of ditches

were targeted in the first instance, with clear undisturbed sections being dug where possible.

Sufficient elements of structures were excavated to determine their date and characteristics.

A 50% sample of all pits and other discrete features was excavated to determine their date

and character. All burials were totally excavated.

All features were recorded using ECC FAU's context recording system. Sections were

drawn at 1:10 unless very large, in which case they were drawn at 1:20. Plans were drawn

at 1:20. Area plans drawn at 1:200 were maintained during the course of the excavation.

The photographic record comprises monochrome prints and colour transparencies.

Bulk samples were taken from well-stratified, datable deposits where there was the

possibility of environmental remains, or for control samples. Contiguous and monolith

samples were taken where appropriate.

All site records were regularly checked as fieldwork progressed. After topsoil stripping all

areas were scanned by a metal detector; complex areas were scanned in more detail during

the course of the excavation.
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2.0 SITE SUMMARY

2.1 Overall character of remains  (Fig. 4)

Generally the remains on site survive well with only a little truncation by plough and machine.

The features comprise mainly of ditches, post-holes and pits, others include buildings,

ovens, wells and large spreads of redeposited soil. Three areas of the site have relatively

high amounts of activity, Area G, the north end of Area E and the western half of Area B,

where the activity is particularly intense with several intercutting ditch systems as well as

numerous other pits and post-holes. This allows a reasonable amount of relative phasing

based on stratigraphy. The main structural features of the site are also associated with

these areas. Three dispersed wells or watering holes are present. A large amount of

artefactual evidence was recovered, in particular building debris, from the large spreads in

Area B. All three ovens were in the north of Area E. Ten cremation burials and three

inhumation burials were also present. The cremation burials were concentrated in the, south

west of Area B forming a small cemetery.

Overall the majority of remains are of Late Iron Age to late Roman date, although some Late

Bronze Age and Early Saxon remains were also uncovered. The only area where significant

medieval remains were identified was Area G. With very few exceptions, the excavated

evidence is typical of a rural site in Essex and generally relates to the agricultural

development and exploitation of the landscape from the later prehistoric periods onwards.

2.2 Summary of site development

The excavation revealed remains dating from the Neolithic (c. 4000-2000 BC) through to the

present day. The greatest incidence of features and deposits, however, date from the Iron

Age to late Roman and medieval periods. The evidence for Neolithic activity consisted of

worked flints and one possible pit, which limits any interpretation of activity. Six discrete

phases of substantive activity have been identified. Their character, morphology and

possible function are summarised by broad period in the following sub-sections:

2.2.1 Phase  I : Late  Bronze  Age to Early Iron Age (c.800-300BC) (Fig. 5)

Nearly 30% (4.85 kg) of the identified prehistoric pottery is dated to Phase I. Although the

majority was 'residual in later features and deposits, this material nevertheless indicates a

significant human presence during the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. Relatively few

cut features were identified as belonging to Phase I, mainly post-holes and pits. Only two

prehistoric ditches were identified, both of Late Bronze Age date.
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On the western side of Area B four post-hole groups, [3842], [6080], [6083] and [6097],

constitute the remains of roundhouses with an average diameter of c.6m. Based on

comparisons with buildings from other sites in Essex such as Springfield Lyons (Buckley and

Hedges 1987a) and Mucking North Ring (Bond 1988) these are likely to be Late Bronze

Age. The Phase I pits are scattered across the central areas of the site. However, their

greatest incidence is in the vicinity of the roundhouses, particularly [6083]. Only two pits,

[1005] and [1026], can be confidently dated as Early Iron Age; although pit [1010] is likely to

be of similar date given its proximity to the other two. The remainder are likely to be Late

Bronze Age. Two ditches, [3262] and [3148], in the south of Area E, are the probable

remnants of a Late Bronze Age field system. Other fragments of prehistoric ditches survive

elsewhere on the site, which suggest the existence of a more extensive field system during

this phase. In Area A eight isolated post-holes were identified as being Late Bronze Age.

However, they formed no coherent pattern and were too far removed from the main

excavation areas to usefully contribute to the understanding of the prehistoric landscape.

Circular post-built buildings with related pits are highly indicative of Late Bronze to Early Iron

Age settlements. There is no evidence of a surrounding ditch in association and it is

assumed that any such prehistoric settlement at Maltings Lane was unenclosed. The only

other significant Late Bronze Age material from the vicinity comes from the 1988 excavations

of the Chipping Hill earthworks (Rodwell 1993, 23). However, this is perhaps a defensive

earthwork rather than settlement and may have little bearing on the material from this site.

The majority of the Phase I settlement features lie close to, but not on, the highest ground at

the centre of the site, amongst one of the most concentrated areas of later Iron Age and

Roman activity. As such, it is likely that later features have destroyed much of the Phase I

evidence in this area. The tentatively identified prehistoric field systems lie to the north of

the settlement, on the north-facing slope that leads down to Maltings Lane itself. None of

the ditches of subsequent phases respect or take alignment from these prehistoric features,

which suggest that a period of abandonment, or at very least re-organisation, followed the

demise of this phase of early occupation and use of the landscape.
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2.2.2 Phase  II : Middle and Late  Iron Age  (300BC-1AD)

Phase II is dominated by sequences of ditches and gullies across the central areas of the

site. A large number of post-holes and pits have also been assigned to this phase on the

basis of their artefactual content and spatial patterning. It is likely that many of the post-

holes once formed parts of structures, of which portions have since been destroyed by later

activity. The surviving ditches and gullies do, however, seem to define a series of enclosed

spaces that display two distinct sub-phases of development and change.

A Middle Iron Age presence is demonstrated by c. 1.8 kg of pottery. Most of this, however,

is residual in later contexts, and only two small features, gully [3152] and pit [1031], could

reliably dated as Middle Iron Age (Fig 6). The sub-phases are therefore essentially Late Iron

Age in date.

Sub-phase l/ A:  (Fig. 6)

The first sub-phase primarily consists of a pair of parallel linear gullies, [6131] and [6078],

that run north-south for at least 220m, at a distance of c.80m apart. Where relationships

with other features exist these gullies are always the earlier. Two other lesser gullies [3155]

and [1354] may be associated, running parallel and between [6131] and [6078]. However

these were only identified in the south of Area E. The four gullies are more-or-less

equidistant and seemingly define a series of long, thin strip-enclosures within the landscape.

Their shallow depth and small breadth would suggest that the gullies themselves were not

major physical boundaries but perhaps temporary markers and foundations for more

impressive and enduring boundary markers or barriers such as hedges or fences. It is not

possible to discern which of the Late Iron Age pits and post-holes are associated with this

sub-phase as very few of them form coherent patterns or groups. Features of later sub-

phases evidently ignore their specific alignment and it again appears that the landscape was

subject to remodelling, rather than direct continuity of use, from the later Iron Age onwards.

Sub-phase l/ B: (Fig. 7)

The second episode of Iron Age landscape development is denoted by the imposition of a

new boundary infrastructure, [6077] and [6105]/ [6103], that is `occupied' by two ditched

enclosures, [6149] and [6125], and a seemingly related arrangement of a number of parallel

linear ditches and pit alignments.
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Major ditches [6077] and [6105] define the western and southern sides of a rectilinear field

that is presumably part of an extensive regular system that extends in all directions, beyond

the limits of excavation. This field is at least 65 x 80m in extent and has a 15m-wide access

at its southwest corner. During this sub-phase [6105] is itself replaced by ditch [6103], which

runs approximately 150m in an east-west direction. [6103] is a particularly long-lived

boundary with its upper fills being deposited during the latter stages of Phase III. In general

the line of [6079] and [6103] is maintained until the late Roman phase, although the ditches

themselves are often replaced.

Within this infrastructure of agricultural fields are two enclosures. Admittedly, these are

largely assigned to this phase on the basis of their spatial patterning, which is at odds with

that of other sub-phases. The northern-most, [6149], is roughly square in shape and its

ditch defines an area of approximately 35 x 30m. There is evidently an entrance into the

enclosure on the eastern side, although only one of the terminals was found, the other

having been removed by later features. The surviving terminal [3182] contained a placed

deposit of a human skull. The deposition of human, as well as animal, body parts in

boundary features is not uncommon in the Iron Age. Local parallels for the placement of

skulls can be found in Dovehouse Field, at Cressing Temple. This is thought to be a

typically rural later Iron Age practice and may be connected to some form of ancestor

veneration or a head cult and the marking or protection of boundaries and spaces (M.

Atkinson pers. comm.). Inside enclosure [6149] were several pits containing Late Iron Age

pottery and one `storage jar oven' [668]. Few examples of this type of oven/hearth are

known and the majority have been found at Elms Farm, Heybridge (Atkinson and Preston in

prep.) and also at Chelmsford (Wickenden 1992, 32). However, these date to the early

Roman as opposed to Late Iron Age period. It has been suggested that such storage jar

ovens appear to be associated with religious sites, as  they occur  near temples at both

Heybridge and Chelmsford, and may have produced food for those attending ceremonies (M

Atkinson pers. comm.). While there is no obvious function for enclosure [6149], the

presence of this distinctive oven-type may tentatively indicate a similar religious use.

However, the exclusivity of such ovens to sacred places is as yet unproven and may also

have mundane function within domestic occupation settings. Despite the lack of building

remains it is possible that this was an occupation enclosure or else an animal stockade.

The second enclosure [6125] lies towards the centre of the southern edge of Area B, on a

relatively steep south-facing slope. Only three sides of this rectangular enclosure survive,

with the south side missing. This is a much smaller enclosure than [6149] and measures
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c.10 x 20m. A few post-holes, some in the gullies themselves, suggest that the enclosure

was, at least in part, fenced. Also overlying several parts of the gullies and filling the interior

of the enclosure are two large spreads of mottled grey silt; it is possible that spreads are the

result of livestock churning the ground. It is likely that this enclosure is associated with

animal management and may by the remains of a pen or stockade.

An arrangement of ditch [6074] and pit alignments [6075, 6076, 6088] all lay parallel to major

landscape boundary [6077] and seemingly deliberately occupied the southwest corner of the

Iron Age field. The three pit alignments appear to be the central elements, all being

equidistant from each other with a spacing of c.6m between both pits and the lines they

form. Part of easternmost pit alignment [6088] was replaced by ditch/gully [6074]. This

probably constitutes a modification to the pit arrangement. However, the ditch does seem to

extend significantly further north than the pit alignments and has an `entrance' approximately

halfway along its traceable extent of 60m. It is concluded that these features probably

represent the remains of some form of stock management system or structure that was

integral to, and within, the larger field. The pits may well have once contained timber uprights

for a system of fences; gates and pens with ditch [6074] perhaps expanding the system

northward; perhaps along the whole of the west edge of the field. Somewhat removed from

the rest of the features was a double cremation burial [967], in the southern end of Area E.

There are no contemporary features associated with this burial and the significance of its

position is uncertain.

Separate from the rest of the Late Iron Age features, in Area G along Maltings Lane itself,

were a few small Late Iron Age gullies and a large east-west ditch [2272]. Ditch [2272] lies

almost exactly along the projected line of the Witham Lodge Earthworks (Rodwell 1999 and

Fig 3). Only an 18m section of the ditch was seen along the edge of Maltings Lane but it

probably continued along the same line for some distance, although whether it follows the

full projected line is still open to speculation.

2.2.3 Phase III :Latest Iron Age and early Roman  (1-150AD) (Fig. 9)

The main elements in the landscape during this phase are the creation of a very large sub-

rectangular enclosure in the central areas and the use of a large hollow at the northern end

of Area E. Both of these continue in use, with only minor alterations and additions, into the

beginnings of Phase IV. There is very little significant change in the layout of the site

throughout Phase III.
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The enclosure seems to be created at the end of the Late Iron Age (pre 43 AD) and was a

major restructuring of land use. Curvilinear ditches [3170] and [6087], together with a series

of short and shallow curving gullies, define the first stage of this enclosure. The best

surviving of the earliest gullies, [6132] and [6137], are very shallow and narrow and it is

highly possible that they represent the remains of positive boundary features, such as fences

of hedges, as does gully [6134] which is probably a later replacement. It is likely that this

enclosure is partially open to the east for much of this phase. During the early life of the

enclosure there . are few contemporary features occupying the interior, which possibly

indicates that this enclosure was used for corralling animals. A similar, albeit smaller,

enclosure was identified at Woodham Walters (Buckley and Hedges 1987b) and others are

seen as cropmarks at Frating; Thurrock and Great Bentley (Priddy and Buckley 1987).

The first major alterations to the enclosure, probably at the start of the early Roman period

(post 43 AD), is the partial realignment of ditch [3170], which is replaced by ditch [3171], and

the restructuring of the southern end of ditch [6087], with the creation of contemporary

ditches [6085] and [6079]. Ditch [6085] partially recuts ditch [6087] and turns westward 90°

to run SW-NE for at least 55m, where it meets [6079] running north-south along the western

edge of the site. It is unclear whether ditch [6087] remains in use despite being cut by

[6085], but the likelihood is that it continues as an active boundary until the very end of this

phase. .

Ditches [6079] and [6103] form a right angle in the south west corner that may be part of a

further field system, which lies off site. The enclosure and the field system are joined by

ditch [6085]. The area between the enclosure and the field system contains early Roman

features likely to be associated with burial practices. Pit [4997] is possibly the remains of a

pyre site and group [4442], consisting of four post-holes in a rectangular arrangement

around a pit, is perhaps the remains of some form of mortuary structure. One other feature

possibly associated with burial practices was identified, at the eastern end of the enclosure.

A small pit [2471] containing 5 drinking vessels, a 1st to 2nd-century coin and a quantity of

burnt animal bone. It is highly probable that the artefacts found in this pit are a placed

deposit and they seem to be positioned in the entrance to the enclosure. Features

associated with burial practices are a good indication that a settlement is nearby. However,

there is little direct evidence for domestic activity on the site during this phase. One feature

possibly asspciated with domestic activity is well or watering hole [3655]. It is likely that this

was a watering hole rather than a well as it is relatively shallow and had an erosion cone

[4019] leading into it. Although not present in the excavation area, it is possible that any
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domestic structures associated with this phase lay to the west of the site, towards Hatfield

Road.

The realignment of the ditches seems to be contemporary with the construction of several

structures within the original sub-circular enclosure.  In the centre of the enclosure are the

likely remains of structure [6150] measuring approximately 10 x 10m.  The remains of this

structure suggest that it was walled on three sides, using a plank and beam construction and

had a post fence along the fourth.  Despite truncation by later features it seems likely that

this structure had an agricultural use, possibly as a walled stockade for livestock or a small

storage barn.  There are parallels between this structure and one excavated at Foxholes

Farm,  Hertfordshire (Partridge 1989, 23), which has been interpreted to serve a similar

purpose.  However, because the remains of this structure are heavily truncated,  particularly

by a Phase IV structure that occupies the same space, the building could just as well have

been domestic in nature.  Immediately to the south of this structure is the remains of a

gravelled surface [6151].  The relationship between structure [6150] and surface [6151] is

unclear.  However, there is a good probability that they represent the remains of a threshing

floor and storage barn, which logically should be situated within proximity to each other given

the British climate.  A large depression [4506], directly to the north of structure [6150], is the

remains of a quarry pit, possibly for extracting clay, which may have been used for wall

covering.  Other potential structures also appear to originate during this phase, mostly as

short post-hole alignments such as [3185].

The longest-lasting features associated with this phase are ditches [6103] and [3171]; they

seem to define important boundaries throughout the life of the site. It is noticeable that

these two ditches and their later replacements also lie along the natural breaks of slope,

where the land slopes away to the north and south.  After a break of approximately 20m

ditch [6103]  is extended eastwards off of the site where it seems to be part of further fields/

enclosures.

A large hollow [3123] at the northern end of Area E was first used during the Late Iron Age

and seems to continue with the same usage throughout this phase.  Later features have

destroyed most of the cut features dating to this phase, apart from two Iron Age pits; three

early Roman pits and fragments of several gullies, so little can be determined about the

nature of the early use of the hollow.  However, the remains of an early Roman corn dryer or

oven [2985]  suggest that the hollow was used as a crop-processing area, an idea which is

supported by evidence in later phases. Three shallow gullies [3163], [3151] and [3150] are
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possibly the remains of boundary markers or wind breaks associated with the processing

area. A silty layer dating to the Late Iron Age in the bottom of the hollow suggests that

activity in this area was only intermittent. Periodic use of the hollow supports the idea of

crop processing, which is perforce a seasonal activity. Similar use of the hollow seems to

have continued throughout the subsequent Roman phases, but with a number of alterations.

No early Roman features were identified in the southern part of Area  E. This  'gap' between

the enclosure in Area B and the crop-processing hollow in the  north  of Area E does seem to

be intentional as few features from subsequent Roman phases were identified in this area.

It must be remembered that although these two areas dominate the excavation area during

the Roman periods they are probably only part of a more complex Roman landscape and the

exact relationship between them lies off site. However,  it is reasonable to assume that they

both formed an integral part of the agricultural landscape from the early to late Roman

periods.

2.2.4 Phase IV : Mid to late Roman  (150 AD -400 AD)

In Area B, during the mid and late Roman periods there is a shift in the emphasis of the site

away from the large enclosure that dominated the early Roman period to smaller enclosed

spaces and seemingly increased cereal processing. Although there is a relatively dramatic

change in the layout of the site, there is a logical development of the site from Phase III.

Within Phase IV the site develops in three distinct sub-phases.

Sub-phase  IV A:  (Fig. 9)

The early mid Roman (c 150 - 200 AD) sub-phase constitutes a major remodelling, and

simplification, of the early Roman enclosure in Area B. Ditch [3168], which continues in use

throughout this phase, replaces [3171] and continues along almost exactly the same line.

This probably represents the redefining of a boundary after the earlier ditch has filled up.

Gully [6084] runs north - south and replaces ditch [6087], it is likely these are foundation

remains of a positive feature (e.g. a hedge) rather than an open ditch per se. Ditch [6103] is

replaced by ditch [6106]. Ditch [6108] runs south from the eastern end of ditch [6106]. Ditch

[6089] runs parallel with ditch [6106] cutting through the early Roman barn structure [6150]

and joins gully [6084] at right angles.

The ditches; belonging to this sub-phase divide the Area B landscape into a series of

rectangular enclosures or fields. The division of land into smaller pieces may indicate an

increased arable rather than pastoral farming regime. This idea is supported by the lack of
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contemporary  features within these enclosures and the. increase in activity in  and around the

'crop-processing hollow' in the north of Area E.

The hollow in the north of Area E is the other area of site to be significantly redeveloped

during the mid Roman period. Around the edge of the hollow a series of ditches and gullies

were dug which almost completely enclosed the central part of the hollow. Ditches [3121]

and [3122] form a barrier on the southern and eastern sides of the hollow. On the inside of

the ditches the remains of banks [3129] and [3130] were recognised. The ditches and banks

would have presented a definite boundary to the hollow when approaching it from the south.

Access into the hollow was through a 1.5m wide gap between the banks and ditches on the

southern side. This access was covered with a metalled surface [2882], which suggests

that it was intended to receive heavy traffic. The banks and a shallow gully [2615] form a

sub-circular enclosure, measuring 11 x 9m, in the centre of the hollow. It is likely that gully

[2615] was not itself a boundary but is the remains of a fence line, which enclosed the

central area of the hollow. The probability is that the central area was used for crop storage,

possibly in the form of ricks or haystacks. There is convincing circumstantial evidence for

the use of ricks in this area of Maltings Lane. Firstly the enclosure of the hollow would serve

to keep larger animals away from the cereal. Secondly, two large undressed stones, SF 244

and 255, had been carefully laid aside and could well have been used as weights to stop the

thatching blowing away. Thirdly, rectangular patches of wattle found over shallow pits may

have served as bases that let air circulate under the ricks. The final piece of evidence for

cereal processing in the area is a U-shaped oven [2928]. All these elements create a clear

picture of some of the arable farming practices at Maltings Lane and although there are

modifications and replacements to the features it seems that same activity continues in this

area  throughout the mid and late Roman period.

Sub-phase IV B: (Fig. 10)

During the second sub-phase (c 200 - 300 AD), ditches [3168], [6106] and [6108] remain as

boundaries. The sub-divisions of Area B seen in sub-phase IV A no longer seem to be

present and the new layout of the site would suggest that even if the ditches and gullies

were visible they no longer represented boundaries. The main changes to the site during this

sub-phase are the introduction of a small cremation cemetery in the south-west corner of

Area B, the construction of a structure with cobbled foundations in the centre of Area B and

the modification of the field systems.
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This modification took the form of. the introduction of ditches [6082], [3693], [3160] and

[6130]. Ditches [6082] and [3693] replace the northern section of gully [6084], although the

southern section seems to continue in use. Ditch [6130] appears to belong to this sub-phase

primarily based upon its alignment, which is broadly parallel to the north - south section of

ditch [6082]. These ditches seem to demarcate long north - south fields with ditches [3168]

and [6106] forming the north and south limits. Ditch [3160],  seen along the southern edge of

Area E, is probably an extension to ditch [3168]. Very few contemporary features are

associated with these field systems apart from well [4112]. The well is somewhat isolated

along the northern edge of this area but seems to have been well constructed and was

probably wood-lined. The well itself seems to have been relatively short-lived, perhaps

because it was dug into sand, and relatively shallow at 1.4m deep, and was replaced by a

deeper well [4375] during the late Roman period (see sub-phase IV C).

The cemetery area is bounded in the north by ditch [6082], to the west by gully [6084] and to

the south by ditch [6106]. The enclosed area measures approximately 39 x 43m but may be

considerably larger as it seems to run off the site to the west. Although most of the

cremation burials date to the mid Roman period there are indications that this vicinity already

had funerary associations in the end of the early Roman period. Of the ten Roman

cremation burials identified,  nine seem to date to the mid Roman period,  although it must be

remembered that older vessels may be used in burials,  the tenth dating to the late Roman

period. Several pits and numerous post-holes were also excavated in this area and although

few of them form any coherent patterns or exhibit identifiable uses these are probably

associated with the funerary use of this vicinity.

In the centre of Area B, in the same location as the Phase III structure [6150], were the

stone foundations of building [6093], which measured approximately 9 x 10m and had an in-

situ flint cobble foundation along the southern and eastern sides. The northern and western

edges of the building were marked by irregular gullies, interpreted as robbed out walls. This

structure is more possibly the remains of a small barn or similar outbuilding rather than a

dwelling, although the foundations suggest a reasonably sturdy structure. It is located in

almost exactly the centre of the plateau that forms the central areas of the site. The

positions of the boundaries around it suggest that it lay in the centre of a field rather than

tucked in a corner.  This also suggests that the building was more than a barn. It is possible

that it served as a temporary dwelling during harvest or at other busy times and was used as

a barn the rest of the time. One interesting artefact was recovered from under the cobbled

foundation, an iron knife (SF 760), which was probably a placed deposit.
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The crop-processing area in the north of Area E still continues in use, again with a few

alterations, although it seems likely that its function remained constant. Ditch [3121] and

bank [3129] are probably infilled during this sub-phase and gully [2615] seems to go out of

use. These are replaced by ditch [6152] along the north of the area and wall [3128] along

the eastern edge. The area enclosed by these features is virtually identical to that of the

previous sub-phase. However, there is a distinct possibility that the area was now roofed,

but open on three sides. A wattle and daub spread [3128], which is probably the remains of

a collapsed wall, is associated with several post-holes along the inside of ditches [3122] and

[6152]. Although a little speculative, it is not unreasonable to assume that if the area was

still used as storage for cereal crops then the construction of a roof would have made the

storage simpler. The wall may simply have been a protection against sparks and smoke

from oven [2928], which continued in use.

Sub-phase IV C:  (Fig. 11)

The very end of the late Roman period (c.300 - 400 AD) is marked by the continued use of

structure [6093], the construction of a prepared gravel surface and the infilling of a large

hollow with building material, in the central areas of the site. The crop-processing area in

Area E and the field system in Area B continued to develop until they finally go out of use at

the very end of this sub-phase.

The field system in Area B, created in the previous sub-phase, probably continues in use

with only a few alterations to it. Ditch [6106] is replaced by a series of shorter ditches [6104],

[6107] and [6120], which follow the earlier line. This possibly indicates that ditch [6106] was

replaced in stages rather than as a single event. Ditch [6120] only diverges from [6106]

towards the eastern end where it turns into a shallow irregularly curving gully [6121]. As

suggested earlier it is likely that these shallow gullies are more likely to be remains

associated with positive boundaries rather than boundaries in themselves. In the extreme

south east of Area B the corner of another field / enclosure was excavated but the full extent

is not known as it runs off the site eastward. Ditches [3168] and [3160] continue in use as

substantial boundaries.

Towards the end of the phase structure [6093] falls into disuse and is robbed of useable

building materials. To the north east of the structure was a well-made gravel surface [3187],

constructed with larger stones rammed into the natural clay and then a layer of smaller

gravel on top. The double layer of gravel would provide a sturdy base and allow water to

drain more easily; indeed irregular gully [666] looks exactly like a water run-off channel.
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Approximately in the middle of the gravel were the remains of a series of intercutting post-

holes, which were presumably replacements for each other. In the last post-hole in the

sequence [3417] an iron spike, SF 619, was found, which is possibly the remains of a tip for

an upright iron bar or post. Around the edge of the gravel a number of post-holes were

uncovered, giving rise to the possibility that this area was fenced off or even roofed.

Although there are few parallels in Britain it is possible that this is the base of a threshing

floor. Other such floors have been identified at places such as Godmanchester and Ditchley

(Morris 1979) although in better condition with parts of the surface remaining. The activity

on the site does, on balance, seem to be concerned with the processing of cereal crops and

a threshing floor would be an integral part of such a process.

In the central areas of the site there are a number of isolated features dating to the late 4th

century. Well [4375] seems to have been created, and then fallen into disuse, during this

sub-phase. Although there is no evidence for a lining to this well it is substantially deeper

than [3112], at approximately 2m deep. Once again this well is dug into sand, which may

account for its reasonably short life span. No other features seem to be associated,

although pit [4372] may in fact be an erosion cone around its head. Another seemingly

isolated feature from this sub-phase is a small, badly truncated, oven or kiln [3690] in the

northwest of Area B. It is likely that it was used to cook or heat up food possibly for workers

on the farm.

The crop-processing area at the north end of Area E undergoes its final development, prior

to passing out of use, during this sub-phase. The possible structure, [3128], seen in the

previous sub-phase probably continues in use, as does ditch [3122]. Ditch [6152] is

replaced by ditch [3119] which now encloses the western end of the building and, together

with ditch [3124], also extends eastward to encompass the area of the oven. A gap of

approximately 10m between ditches [3124] and [3122] would allow access into both the

structure and the area of the oven. Oven [2655] is replaced by oven [2824], which lies

immediately to the north. Oven [2824] was approximately 6m long and was lined with tile.

At the western end there was a fire pit, which showed signs of continuous raking out. The

oven seemed to have been covered with an arched wattle and daub roof, which had

collapsed in.

The final Roman features on the site seem to have little to do with farming processes and do

not sit particularly well with the rest of the site. A large ditch [3169] is created in the north-

east corner of the central areas of site and is approximately 1.3m deep and 10m wide.
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There are a number of pits and wide shallow areas of silt around it. Although none of the

features in this area contain any great quantities of artefacts it is noticeable that 38% of the

metalworking slag, by weight, and seven out of sixteen lead weights found on site come from

the general area of ditch [3169]. Potentially this ditch marks the edge of an industrial

processing area, which may lie off the excavated area. A further feature suggests that a

substantial structure lay nearby at this time. Rubbish deposit (6081), fills a natural hollow

along the centre of the northern edge of Area B. The material is deposited either very late

during this sub-phase or very early during the next phase and includes large quantities of

painted wall plaster, tesserae, mortar and tile, as well as numerous smaller items such as

coins, bone pins and ironwork. This suggests that a well-appointed building in the vicinity

was cleared and the material deliberately used to fill in a hollow. It is unlikely that this

material was derived from building [6093] as there is no evidence to suggest it was

particularly well appointed. It is also interesting to note that the eastern side of the hollow

continued to be used to deposit waste during Phase V, the early Saxon period.

2.2.5 Phase  V : Anglo- Saxon  (400 AD-550 AD) (Fig. 12)

Phase V sees continued occupation along with a total change in the organisation of the site

in the Early Anglo-Saxon period. The detectable activity during this phase seems to be

confined to the centre of the site with only a few traces of activity in the northwestern Areas

F and G.

It is possible that there was a general period of abandonment, or at least a substantial period

of decline and depopulation, at the end of the Roman and the beginning of the Saxon

phases with the preceding structures and agricultural systems falling into disrepair and

disuse. This is partially supported by an increase. in game animal bones, such as deer and

bird, recovered from very late Phase IV and Phase V features. This suggests that either

dietary tastes were generally changing or/and that the amount of food produced from

farming was insufficient and was being supplemented by hunting. However, it would be

naive to assume that all the Roman landscape features, especially the large long-lived

ditches, were no longer visible. Whatever features remained visible there is little doubt that

the identifiable Saxon remains do not respect any earlier features. This disregard for

existing boundaries and structures suggests a conscious effort to ignore earlier 'monuments'

and possibly represents an attempt to visibly demonstrate a different tradition in land usage.

The continued dumping of Saxon material into late Roman features possibly indicates an

attempt to eradicate some of the more visible remains of earlier systems. However, more

prosaic reasons for the apparent placement of Saxon features should not be ignored; for
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example, the infilling of Roman features may just be because they were convenient holes or

hollows.

The main features associated with this phase are the six sunken-featured buildings (SFBs)

found in the central areas of the site. The eastern most SFBs [3180] and [3181] seem to be

closely associated with each other spatially as well as temporally. There are no

contemporary features associated with them. However a small gravelled area [3353], which

originated during the late Roman period, may well still have been extant. These two SFBs

do not contain any artefacts that are diagnostic of their function. It may be that these are the

earliest of the SFBs due to the higher incidence of Phase IV artefacts within them, although

other reasons for this cannot be ruled out. A second pair of SFBs [4999] and [6095] are

again closely associated. Both are cut into the top of the Phase V building [6093], which

strongly suggests that that the structure was in a complete state of decay by this period.

SFB [4999] was badly truncated and only a small amount of securely stratified pottery was

uncovered, but SFB [6095] contained a number of artefacts that are associated with craft.

Two 'pin beaters', SF 719 and 720, and a piece of worked antler, SF 800, were recovered.

Although this is scant evidence, it does seem consistent the use of this SFB as a workshop.

Associated with these SFBs, and especially with [6095], are a number of pits and post-holes.

The final pair of SFBs [676] and [6094] are not as closely positioned to each other as the

others and are possibly' not paired. They lie along the northern edge of Area B and are

associated with several gullies and pits. SFB [676] disregards earlier features as it is cut into

the top of ditch [3168], although in archaeological terms this is significant, the actual

reasoning behind the placement of the hut may be as prosaic as the ground was softer over

the infilled ditch. Whatever thought lay behind the placement of [676], the fact remains that

ditch [3168], the longest-lived boundary on the site, was no longer seen as important. The

best artefactual evidence for Saxon activity on the site comes from these two SFBs. A

substantial amount of antler fragments, including a skull complete with burr and pedicle.still

attached, was recovered from [676]. This suggests that antler working was taking place;

whether the SFB was used as a workshop or merely became a convenient hole to dump

waste in after it had gone out of use is open to speculation. The other SFB in this 'pair'

[6094] was associated with a large number of post-holes. Some of these are probably

structural in nature, although the shallower post-holes situated in _ the interior potentially

indicate the presence of a weaving frame or loom within the SFB. Such a function for this

building is supported by the number of artefacts associated with cloth making recovered

from the interior; bone needles, SF 582 and 640, pin beaters, SF 573, triangular combs, SF

575, and lead weights, SF 581. The small size of these objects suggests that these could
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have been casual losses during the life of the SFB rather than later rubbish deposits and

may therefore constitute occupation debris. The pairing of the SFBs is possibly related to

their function, as within each pair there was a difference in the artefactual content,

suggesting that they had different, but contemporary, uses. This pairing of structures and

difference in function was also seen at Heybridge (Drury and Wickenden 1982, 1). As well

as the SFBs, one other possible Saxon structure is located in the southwest of Area E,

where twenty-seven post-holes form a rectangular structure [3146] measuring 8.5 x 5.7m.

Although no datable material was recovered from this structure it is likely that this is Saxon

based upon comparisons to structures at Orton Hall Farm (Mackreth 1996) and West Stow

(West 1985).

The surviving Saxon evidence points strongly to craft activities, especially textile production.

This is not to say that the Phase V occupants were not farming but there is no overt

evidence for this in the excavation area. Only three short ditches or gullies and a few short

lines of post-holes survive to give any indication as to how the land was organised or divided

up. Gullies [744], [3851], and [3918] form a T-shaped intersection between SFBs [676] and

[6094]. Although all of these gullies are relatively short it seems likely that they represent

minor boundaries. It is probable that these are demarcations to working areas, associated

with the SFBs, rather than field systems. At the eastern end of gully [3918] are a number of

pits, most of which contain few artefacts. Two, [4123] and [4159], are particularly unusual in

their shape. They are both sub-rectangular and approximately measure 1.5 x 0.7m. Pit

[4123] contained only a few fragments of residual pottery while two almost complete vessels

have been placed at either end of pit [4159].

With the end of this phase the intensive use of the central parts of the site stops. There is a

break in the continuity of the site at the end of the Early Anglo-Saxon period. No evidence

for activity on site was observed from the mid-6th until the 11th century, by which time the

focus of occupation had shifted northwest to Area G, along the road frontage.

2.2.6 Phase VI :Medieval  (1000 AD until 1500 AD)

The medieval activity was primarily located in Area G, in the north-west of the site and is

divided into 3 sub-phases. The predominant features during the medieval phase are a

series of enclosures, and several structures likely to be associated with agricultural

production. It is probable that the location of this area was important during the medieval

period given its proximity to the Roman Hatfield Road which was probably still in use. This

would have allowed relatively easy access to the site. The location of the farmstead close to

a major roman road is paralleled by the site at Stebbingford where a small medieval
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farmstead lies approximately 100m to the south of Stane Street (A120) (Medlycott 1996).

Due to the relatively small area in which substantive medieval features were identified, little

about the overall size or organisation of the farmstead during this phase can be defined.

Sub-phase VIA:  (Fig. 13)

The earliest identified period of medieval activity seems to date pre-1200. Given the nature

of the majority of features assigned to this sub-phase, primarily enclosure ditches, it is highly

likely that the sub-phase developed organically and was not formed as a coherent entity at

'one time.

The remains of two adjacent enclosures were identified as originating during this sub-phase.

Enclosure [3190] in the south-west of Area G runs off the site to the south and west. The

east-west section of the enclosure has a break of 13m in the centre of it, originally the break

was probably smaller but the eastern terminus was truncated by feature [2292], which

appears to be an area of waterlogging, perhaps the remains of an infilled pond. Although

later than enclosure [3190], this feature seems to originate during the sub-phase and

continue as a marshy area through the succeeding sub-phases. No contemporary features

were found inside that part of enclosure [3190] exposed. The second enclosure is more

central in Area G and is formed of ditches [3194] and [3195] along the southern side, ditch

[3139] along the eastern side with [2052] and the north-south section of [31,90] along the

western side. The northern edge of this enclosure lies off of the site, but if the Witham

Lodge earthwork remained visible as Rodwell suggests (Rodwell 1993) it may have formed

the northern boundary along the roadside.

Enclosure [3190] seems to go out of use, or at least the visible section is not maintained, in

later sub-phases. However the second enclosure seems to continue in use, albeit with

alterations, throughout the medieval period. Internally it contains a number of small gullies,

some disparate post-holes, a damaged gravel surface (1897) and probably a corn dryer

[1489]. The gravel surface and the grey silt over it contained by far the largest amount of

animal bone in all the medieval features. Much of this bone exhibited butchery marks;

including pierced scapulae, probably indicating that joints of meat were hung. Although a

little speculative, the possibility exists that this gravelled area was used as a butchers yard.

Alternatively, the quantity of bone could simply indicate that this area was a midden.

Although the corn dryer [1489] almost solely contained pottery post dating this sub-phase, it

is likely that the feature was constructed and first used during sub-phase VI A. [1489]
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-consists of two sub-square chambers, each measuring approximately 3.5 x 3.5m, these

were connected by a short flue. The western chamber contained some evidence of burning,

which would suggest that the eastern chamber was used for drying. It is likely that the corn

dryer was constructed with a lining, probably of wood, due to the fact that it was dug into

sand, which was liable to collapse during excavation. This corn dryer seems to continue in

use into the next sub-phase, when it is carefully dismantled and infilled.

During sub-phase VI A the evidence indicates that this area was used as part of an

agricultural production process, for preparing cereals and the butchery of animals for

consumption, or at the very least the disposal of the inedible animal remains. In comparison

to the other sub-phases, little artefactual material, with the exception of animal bone, was

recovered. This suggests this area saw intermittent use, during this sub-phase, which fits

with the idea of seasonal agricultural production.

Sub-phase IV B:  (Fig. 14)

The second sub-phase during the medieval period dates approximately from the 13th to 14th

centuries and sees alterations to the enclosures and the introduction of tangible structures to

the site. The main Phase IV A enclosure is remodelled, primarily along its southern and

eastern edges. Ditch [3139] is replaced by ditch [3198] which, although it runs in

approximately along the same line, has a more oblique corner. Ditches [3194] and [3195]

are replaced by [3133] and [3140] which run almost exactly along the same line but 1m to

the south of the earlier ditches. Along the western edge ditch [3191] replaces ditch [2052]

and the north south section of enclosure [3190]. Subsequently ditch [3191] itself is replaced

by ditch [2204], probably at the same time as the construction of structure [2311 ]. Along the

eastern side of the main enclosure are a number of shallow gullies, which probably represent

the remains of positive structures such as fences. Enclosure [3190] seems to pass out of

use during this sub-phase, possibly due to feature [2292] continuing to be waterlogged.

Corn dryer [1489] continues in use during the early part of this sub-phase but by its end has

been cleaned out and carefully backfilled. However, several other structures appear to have

their origins during this sub-phase. The most coherent of the medieval structural remains

are the post-and-beam foundation remains [3184] in the north east of the area. This

structure is rectangular and measures 6.5 x 13m. The walls were originally constructed

using posts,for support, possibly holding a wattle and daub wall. They then seem to be

replaced or underpinned, still during this sub-phase, by ground beams, which lay over the

top of many of the post-holes. The western side of this structure was unenclosed. The
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dimensions of this structure would suggest that it is more likely to be an animal pen or small

barn rather than domestic in nature. This building probably continued in use into the late

medieval period, when it was enlarged. Another structure, rectangular pit [1788] measuring

1.6 x 1 m, was situated along the northern edge of the site. In each of the four corners was a

rectangular post-hole. Although no clear indication of the function of this structure was

uncovered it is likely to have an agricultural purpose. The latest structure in this area seems

to have its origins during this sub-phase. In the centre of Area G and situated on a slight

rise was building [2311], also constructed using a ground beam-and-post frame. Although

badly damaged, the remains outline a rectangular building, measuring 21 x 13m, with at

least two internal partitions. Because of the damage to the ground plan it is difficult to

determine its exact nature. However, it is eminently possible that this building served both

as a dwelling and a barn at the same time, similar to the buildings identified at Wharram

Percy (Grenville 1999, 128). The internal partitions are thought to separate the living area

from the barn with a narrow hallway/ passageway between them. Although the building has

its origins very late in this sub-phase the majority of the evidence relating to it use is late

medieval.

Sub-phase V1 C:  (Fig. 15)

The final sub-phase of medieval activity is from the 14th century onward. This sub-phase

sees the continued development of building [2311], and the re-emphasis of the central

enclosure. Several large pits also belong to this phase and are probably associated with the

building.

Against the north wall of building [2311] is a large rubbish pit [3199] containing large

amounts of late medieval cooking wares and animal bones, perhaps domestic rubbish

associated with its occupation. The north-west corner of the building seems to have been

repaired possibly because of subsidence caused by the pit. The most substantial walls

seem to be around the western end of the building which may indicate that this end was

used for dwelling, an idea reinforced by the location of the midden and the presence of

unusual stamped daub which was recovered from the foundation trench of the western wall

[2052]. Other large pits around the building are also dated to the late medieval period. One

other structure continues in use during this sub-phase, building [3184]. The southern side of

this building is redefined by two beam slots, [3142] and [3144], that form a T shape. This

possibly represents a repair or an enlargement to the original structure. There is no

indication that this building changes its use and probably continues as a barn or pen.
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Ditches [3133] and [3140] continue in use, ditch [3137] replaces [3198] and ditch [3132]

replaces [2204]. The two replacement ditches probably represent redefining and general

maintenance of the enclosure as they lie exactly along the same lines as the earlier ones.

The late medieval phase represents the final substantive phase at Maltings lane. However,

it should be noted that Jackson's Farm building, which lies approximately 100m to the east

of Area G along the road frontage, includes elements dating to the 16th century and may

represent the next stage of occupation on Maltings Lane.

2.2.7 Phase VII : Post -  Medieval and Modern

There were relatively few post-medieval and modern features identified on site. Only two

ditches were indisputably modern in origin, principally a ditch in Area A which was in line with

a field boundary still in use to the west of the area, and the so-called 'Pondholton Enclosure'

in the central areas of the site. , Many of the extant field boundaries are probably post-

medieval in origin.
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3.0 ARTEFACT  SUMMARY

A wide range of artefacts was recovered and the majority is of Late Iron Age and Roman

date. The central areas show 'hot spots' of finds, specifically the northern end of Area E and

the centre of Area B. Both of these  areas also  have concentrations of cut features. Late

Roman features and deposits yielded by far the largest amount of identified  material.

Artefacts relating to the Anglo-Saxon period are mostly Early Saxon and are confined to the

centre of the site around the SFBs. The medieval material is mainly restricted to Area G.

The prehistoric material comprises pottery, worked and burnt flints and a small amount of

baked clay. This is spread across the site and is mostly residual in later features. A broad

Late Bronze Age to Middle Iron Age date for most of the artefacts has been provided,

although some flints and a single sherd of pottery are Neolithic. The latter was found in

association with a leaf-shaped arrowhead. The assemblage is typical for a prehistoric

landscape in Essex, but the lack of identified occupation features precludes detailed study of

prehistoric life in the vicinity.

Overall the Late Iron Age and Roman assemblages are also typical of a rural

farming/occupation site, of this date, in Essex. The majority comprises pottery, but there are

significant quantities of tile, baked clay objects and daub, coins and metalwork. The relative

quantities of the material change through time with a wider range and larger number of

artefacts occurring in the late Roman period. The evidence for local production and

economy is supplemented by material which, in some instances, has been traded over large

distances. The number of artefacts with non-local origins indicates the acquisition and

consumption of these goods, probably from local markets, such as Kelvedon, Chelmsford

and Colchester. Other activities represented, such as cremation burial and other ritual

events, produced artefacts which provide insights into life in the settlement beyond the

mundane. The amount of good-quality building material such as plaster, mortar, window

glass and  tesserae  from late Roman contexts suggests a well-appointed building nearby,

presumably demolished in this period. In essence, this is a comprehensive assemblage of

generally well-stratified artefacts from a multi-phase site, and compares well with those from

sites in the vicinity, including Ivy Chimneys (Turner 1999).

Most of the Saxon material comprises pottery, but there is also a reasonable assemblage of

baked clay and worked bone items. Many of the latter, and perhaps some of the metalwork,

relate to textile production. This suggests that the economy during the Saxon period was

even more subsistence-based than in the later Roman period. The difference in assemblage
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quantities and composition between the Saxon period and the later Roman also implies a

change in lifestyle and material culture. More reliance was probably placed on organic

materials, and there was a much lower level of material wealth. The size of the Saxon

assemblage is notable, and few others of this size have been excavated in the area. The

Anglo-Saxon village excavated at West Stow, Suffolk (West 1985) produced a comparable,

though much larger, range of artefacts. The similarities in the types of objects recovered

show that those from Maltings Lane are typical of an Early Saxon settlement.

The medieval pottery has a high percentage of cooking and domestic pots, mostly from a

single midden deposit. The types present are as would be expected from this sort of deposit

associated with a rural farmstead. Few other typologically medieval artefacts were

recovered, but the remote location of the remains of the farmstead means that any objects

found in close association must be medieval. The range of objects recovered includes

buckles, studs, buttons, a bone awl and harness fittings. Good comparisons can be made

with similar assemblages, such as those from the medieval farmstead at Stebbingford

(Medlycott 1996).

The post-medieval artefacts appear to be scattered across the site, apparently casual losses

with little significance for the site. Some dumping in late landscape features may have taken

place. The incidence of such material is typical of a late agricultural landscape in Essex, and

has low potential for further meaningful interpretation of landscape use in this period.

3.1 Prehistoric Pottery  by N.J. Lavender

A total of 1717 sherds (20367g) of prehistoric pottery was recovered from the excavation,

mainly from Area B, and was recorded using a system devised for prehistoric pottery in

Essex (Brown 1988). Fabrics are identified on the basis of type,  size and  frequency of

inclusions.

Fabrics present in the assemblage are:

Fabric Code Descri tion Sherds Wei ht % Wt
A Flint, S 2 well sorted 85 364 2
B Flint, S-M 2 118 660 4
C Flint, S-M with occasional L 2 189 1772 10
D Flint, S-L 2 oorl sorted 538 10962 60
E Flint  and sand, S-M 2 108 880 5
F Sand, S-M 2-3 with addition of occasional L flint 22 230 1
G Sand, S 3 46 184 1
H Sand, S 2 7 68
1 Sand, S-M 2-3 32 120 1
J Sand with ve etable voids articularl on surface 1 8
K Quartz, flint and grog (often with deep rounded or

sub-an ular voids S-L 1-2
2 12

L Quartz, sometimes with some sand, S-L 2 96 1796 10
M Grog, often with some sand or flint and occasional 1 710 4
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N
small rounded or sub-an ular voids
Ve etable tem er 5 36

0 Quartz, flint, and some sand, S-L oorl sorted 33 416 2
P Sparse, very fine sand, may have occasional M-L 2 8

R
flint or s arse irre ular voids
Shell, M-L 2, soft fabric 29 38

T Chalk 3 20
W Flint, S-L 2, with some  sand and vegetable voids 1 10

often on exterior
Note: Size of inclusions:  S = less than 1 mm diameter

M = 1-2mm diameter
L = more than 2mm diameter

Density of inclusions: 1 = less than 6 per cm2
2 = 6-10 per cm2
3 = more than 10 per cm2

Table 1: The range of Prehistoric fabrics identified

Most of the pottery is in flint or flint-and-sand-tempered fabrics and comprises small,

abraded sherds which are not closely datable. The small number of diagnostic sherds within

the assemblage, with the exception of a single rim sherd of Neolithic Peterborough Ware,

range in date from the Late Bronze Age to the Middle Iron Age, the majority dating to the

Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age. The range of fabrics among the much larger

undiagnostic part of the assemblage appears to accord with this.

Area A had been targeted for investigation as an area of potential prehistoric burial and

settlement. During the evaluation a small number of undiagnostic prehistoric sherds had

been recovered from around a series of post-holes and a single (unurned) cremation burial.

Post-holes [3725] and [3735] contained surprisingly large quantities of pottery (260g and

268g respectively), which had apparently been used as packing for the posts. This material

included fine and coarse Early Iron Age jar sherds and a fragment from a footring base.

The only diagnostic Neolithic sherd is a small Peterborough Ware rim with whipped cord

decoration from pit [5106] (Area B), associated with a leaf-shaped flint arrowhead.

A much larger assemblage of prehistoric pottery was recovered from Area B than had been

anticipated. Most of this material is of Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age date and

includes a range of vessels, including bipartite and round-bodied bowls.

A small pit  (3566) towards the western limit of Area B contained nearly 5kg of Late Bronze

Age pottery,  including hooked-rim, round-shouldered and tripartite jars, and part of an Early

Iron Age footring base,  which suggests that the final filling of this feature dates to the Early

Iron Age. An Early  Iron Age date can also be assigned to the disuse of adjacent ditch
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[6077], which contained several large sherds of an Early Iron Age Form F tripartite jar. Five

sherds (1908) from a carinated Form K bowl were recovered from context (5585) in Roman

ditch [5511]. This is one of very few examples of a Form K bowl from the site, but with the

Form F jar from [6077], places the. Late Iron Age assemblage within the Darmsden-Linton

tradition as identified by Cunliffe (1968).

The c. 500g of Early to Middle Iron Age pottery recovered from pit [19] in evaluation Trench

14 was not mirrored by finds from the adjacent, southeastern part of Area B, where only very

few abraded sherds of prehistoric pottery were located during the excavation.

In Area  E, pit [1427]  contained a substantial part of a Late Bronze Age jar,  and a further 36g

of fragmented LBA pottery  came from the nearby ditch [1980] (group 3153).

In summary, most of this pottery spans the Late Bronze Age to Early Iron Age, suggesting a

date range between c. 800 and 500 BC for the Area B and E assemblages. The material

from Area A appears to be entirely Early Iron Age, but the small size of the assemblage and

shortage of diagnostic pieces does not preclude the presence of slightly earlier material.

Interestingly, for what appears to be a late prehistoric assemblage, it is almost completely

undecorated beyond fingertip impressions on a small number of rim sherds. A total of 1.8 kg

(almost 10% of the assemblage) of identifiable Middle Iron Age pottery was recovered, and

all of this was residual in Roman contexts. The presence of this pottery clearly indicates

activity during the Middle Iron Age, even if very few contexts can positively be assigned to

this period.

3.2 Late Iron Age and Roman  Pottery by T.S. Martin

The excavation produced 28,506 sherds of Late Iron Age and Roman pottery weighing

447.2kg. This material spans the Late Iron Age and Roman periods, and several large

securely-dated groups of pottery have been identified.

The pottery has been classified using the Chelmsford typology (Going 1987, 3-54), which is

standard for all ECC FAU sites, and the  Camulodunum  type series (Hawkes and Hull 1947,

215-73). This ensures concordance with past and current work (Fulford and Huddleston

1991, 34). The interim results outlined below are discussed with reference to the eight

ceramic phases (1-8) devised for the Chelmsford pottery by Going (1987, 106-17).

In overview, consideration of the spot-dating record indicates that:
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•  Some Late Iron Age groups are present but these are small and fragmentary.

•  Early Roman groups are present and several are of interest.

• The largest single group of pottery, from well 4375, dates to the mid-2nd century

(Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 4).

•  The period from the later 3rd century onwards is strongly represented.

• There are apparently no large groups dating to the first half of the 4th century

(Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 7).

•  Many of the late Roman groups also contain Saxon pottery.

The Fabrics

A wide range of fabrics was identified,  amounting to fifty fabrics or fabric groups, including

mortaria.  The major fabric types present are listed below. Approximately 75% of the

assemblage comprises locally-made coarse wares; grog-tempered wares,  black-surfaced

and grey wares and storage jar fabrics.  Few contexts were securely dated to the Late Iron

Age, although locally-made and imported Late Iron Age pottery types comprise more than

13% by weight of the total assemblage.  Although a range of imported wares was recovered,

these are present in very small quantities throughout. Samian ware accounts for less than

1% by weight of the total. Late Roman fine wares are also poorly represented,  Oxford red

colour-coated ware and late shell-tempered wares each comprising c. 1% by weight.

Hadham oxidised and Nene Valley colour-coated wares are each represented at c. 2% of the

total by weight, suggesting more activity during the 3rd century rather than later.

Fabric Code Descri tion Sherds Wei ht % Wt
ALH Alice Holt re ware 16 636
AMPH All am hora fabrics 150 9757 2
BB1 Black-burnished ware 1 94 1348
BB2 Black-burnished ware 2 395 5679 1
BSW Black-surfaced wares includin mortaria 7066 76299 17
BUF Uns ecified buff wares includin mortaria 188 2256 1
CGRHN Central Gaulish 'Rhenish'  ware 7 15
COLB Colchester buff ware includin mortaria 534 9176 2
COLC Colchester colour-coated ware 132 798
EGRHN East Gaulish 'Rhenish' ware 9 20
ESH Earl shell-tem ered ware 267 6562 1
GRF Fine re wares 1386 15511 3
GROG Gro  -tem ered wares 2715 45596 10
GROGC Coarse ro -tem ered wares 301 6321 1
GRS Sand re wares includin mortaria 8636 103129 23
HAB Hadham black-surfaced wares 189 3799 1
HAR Hadham re ware 347 5116 1
HAX Hadham oxidised ware includin mortaria 469 6583 1
HGG Hi h ate re ware 31 103
HORN Hornin sea re wares 11 36
LIME Lime-tem ered fabric 12 159
LOND London-  a ware 103 383
LRC Lower Rhineland colour-coated ware 5 70
LSH Late shell-tem ered ware 251 3600 1
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MEK Ma en ware 22 906
MICW Miscellaneous Iron A e coarse wares 24 733
MWSRS Miscellaneous white-sli ed red wares 80 1093
NGWF S North Gaulish fine and sand white wares 34 366
NKG North Kent re wares 219 1933
NVC Nene Valle colour-coated ware 439 7793 2
NVM Nene Valle mortaria 13 404
NVP/OXP Nene Valle /Oxford archment wares 7 106
OXRC Oxfordshire red colour-coated ware  (including

mortaria
167 2893 1

OXSW Oxfordshire white-slipped red wares  (including
mortaria

11 690

OXW Oxfordshire white wares includin mortaria 80 4332 1
PORD Portchester D ware 27 452
RED Uns ecified red ware includin mortaria 164 1579
RET Rettendon ware 777 11747 3
STOR Stora e 'ar fabrics 2749 103756 23
TSG All samian 227 4048 1
UCC Uns ecified colour-coated wares 27 161
VRW Verulamium Re ion white ware 21 218

Table 2: The range of Late Iron Age and Roman fabrics identified

The Key Groups

Ten key groups, representing approximately 40% of the pottery measured by weight, have

been tentatively selected for further study and quantification using EVE (estimated vessel

equivalence based on rim percentage present).  These key groups cover the entire Roman

period  (except for Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 7). The excavated assemblage is large and

thus a selective approach,  based on good quality pottery groups related to the stratigraphy,

is essential for analysis and publication. The key groups provide data for comparisons to be

made with pottery from Ivy Chimneys (Turner 1999),  Great Holts Farm  (Germany 2003) and

Downhouse Farm,  Rettendon (Tester and Martin forthcoming),  as well as Chelmsford (Going

1987). Similarities and differences in pottery supply and consumption at different types of

settlements can be drawn out.

A key group is defined here as one that contains more than 4kg of pottery, is closely dated,

in good condition and containing little residual pottery.  Dating is based primarily on the

range of vessel forms present.  The key groups were selected at an early stage,  and post-

excavation work has determined that the elements comprising overall rubbish deposit 6081

are integral. As a single group,  the pottery types presented in groups 9 and 10 have great

potential for investigation of the late Roman/Saxon transitional period.

Key Group 1 (quarry pit 4533)  Phase III

595 sherds weighing 10.1 kg  (ave sherd weight 16.9g). The bulk of the pottery comprises

grog-tempered ware and black-surfaced ware.  Pottery considered to be intrusive amounts
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to only three sherds. Sufficient post-conquest pottery is present to suggest a date early in

Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 1 (mid 1st century AD).

Key Group 2 (pit 1887) Phase III

765 sherds weighing 8.5kg (ave sherd weight 11.1g). Compared with the previous group,

this is more fragmentary. Grog-tempered ware is less common and grey wares are much

better represented. Pottery that is clearly intrusive comprises only 2 sherds. A date within

Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 2 (late 1st-early 2nd century) is suggested.

Key Group 3 (ditch 6089) Phase III-IV

1048 sherds weighing 9.2kg (ave sherd weight 8.8g). Similar to Group 2 in composition.

None of the pottery appears to be intrusive. A date within Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 2 (late

1st-mid 2nd century) is again suggested.

Key Group 4 (ditch 4112) Phase IV

715 sherds weighing 14.9kg (ave sherd weight 20.9g). Material that is obviously residual

consists of twenty-two grog-tempered ware sherds and a single North Gaulish white ware

sherd. There is nothing that appears to be intrusive. Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 3 (early-

mid 2nd century), but the group may have started to accumulate slightly earlier.

Key Group 5 (ditch 6091, segment 5511) Phase III

498 sherds weighing 5.8kg (ave sherd weight 11.7g). Mainly composed of black-surfaced

ware, and grey wares are poorly represented. There are forty-five sherds of grog-tempered

ware, which are likely to be residual, and nothing that is clearly intrusive. On the basis of

vessel form, the group is probably dated within Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 3 (early-mid 2nd

century).

Key Group 6 (well 4375) Phase IV

2067 sherds weighing 54.2kg (ave sherd weight 26.2g). BB2 is strongly represented and is

present throughout the feature. Residual grog-tempered ware amounts to just seven

sherds, while there is nothing present that appears to be intrusive. Notable pieces include a

Colchester colour-coated ware box lid (K7) and  a samian cup (f33), both repaired in antiquity

using lead rivets. The pottery is in very good condition and may have begun to be deposited

during Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 3 (early-mid 2nd century) continuing into Ceramic Phase

4 (later 2nd-early 3rd century).
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Key Group 7 (ditch 3336) Phase IV

297 sherds weighing 4.2kg (ave sherd weight 14.3g). There are twelve sherds that are

obviously residual. The absence of incipient bead-and-flanged dishes (B5) is notable in a

group of this date. Much of the pottery would fit into Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 5 (early-mid

3rd century).

Key Group 8 (pit 3330) Phase IV

324 sherds weighing 4.9kg (ave sherd weight 15.3g). There are five sherds that are clearly

residual, but nothing that is obviously intrusive. The presence of small amounts of

Rettendon ware and fully bead-and-flanged dishes (B6) pushes this group into Chelmsford

Ceramic Phase 6 (late 3rd-early 4th century).

Key Group 9 (Rubbish deposit 6081, Area B, segments 4152 and 4220) Phase IV+

1489 sherds weighing 25.6kg (ave sherd weight 17.2g). Apart from sherds of grog-

tempered ware, 13131 and 13132, there is little that is clearly residual. One segment produced

some Saxon pottery but it is not clear whether this is intrusive. The presence of a wide

range of pottery typical of latest Roman horizons in Essex points to a date within Chelmsford

Ceramic Phase 8 (late 4th century and later).

Key Group 10 (Rubbish deposit 6081, Area B, segments 1069, 1071 and 1163) Phase IV+

1915 sherds weighing 33.2kg (ave sherd weight 17.1g), most of which consists of large

unabraded sherds. Pottery of pre-4th century date is minimal. All of the indications are that

this is a very homogenous group with little pottery dating to before the 4th century. A

substantial amount of Saxon pottery is also present, mainly comprising small sherds,

although at least one complete vessel is also present. The presence of Oxfordshire red

colour-coated ware and late shell-tempered ware suggests a date in the second half of the

4th century or later (Chelmsford Ceramic Phase 8).

The cremation burials

Eight Roman cremation burials were excavated, accompanied for the most part by vessels

which were complete when buried. All of the Roman cremation burials were situated in the

south-western corner of the site. Seven of the cremation urns survived, six coarse ware jars

were early to mid Roman in date, while the seventh was a late Roman two-handled flagon in

Hadham.oxidised ware. Five of the burials contained ancillary vessels, most commonly a

small flask and a beaker, although one, burial 3556, also included a samian dish. Only one

of the cremation urns was complete, the others being damaged in antiquity, but several of
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the associated vessels were in good condition. From the same area of the site other

vessels,  and parts of vessels,  of similar form to those associated with the cremation burials

were recovered.  This may suggest that several cremation burials were destroyed by later

activity.

Also present is a single Late Iron Age cremation burial, 967, comprising the bottom half of a

pedestal urn which contained the cremated bone, and an ancillary vessel. This is a bowl,

with unusual corrugated walls, of a type probably dating to the late 1st century BC/early 1st

century AD. A further feature was identified in Area C. Initially thought to be a cremation

burial, pit [2471] contained just a few grams of burnt bone the majority of which proved to be

animal. The fill also contained at least five near-complete 1st-century beakers and a coin,

and this may represent a placed or ritual deposit rather than a burial.

Pottery of intrinsic interest

A number of unusual vessel forms were identified, including cheese presses and strainer

bowls. These forms are associated with the preparation of food rather than consumption

and provide important insights into pottery usage and function within the settlement.

3.3 Saxon Pottery  by S. Anderson

A total of 1336 sherds weighing 18,797g was identified as Saxon, or possible Saxon.

Twelve fabric groups were distinguished on the basis of major inclusions. However, it should

be noted that, as with all handmade pottery, fabrics were extremely variable even within

single vessels and categorisation was often difficult. Background scatters of limestone, flint,

grog, white mica and other less common inclusions, such as felspar and ferrous pieces,

were present in many of the fabrics. All Saxon wares were handmade, and colours varied

throughout from black through grey, buff and brown to red, often within  single vessels.

General fabric descriptions of wares present are listed below.

Fabric Code Descri tion
Or anic-tem eyed

ESO1 Heavil rass-tem ered with few other inclusions
ESO2 Grass-tempered but containing a much greater

ro ortion of sand than ESO1
Quartz-tempered

ESCQ Coarse quartz-tempering; generally moderate or
abundant large grains of sub-rounded quartz in a
finer sand matrix, often oorl sorted

ESMQ Medium sand-tempering with few other inclusions,
sand rains enerall well-sorted

ESFS Fine sand-tem erin with few other inclusions
ESSM Sand and abundant white mica, enerall ve fine

Grop-tempered
ESGS Grog-and-sand-tempering. Grog is usually red and

ve coarse

Sherds Wei ht % Wt

5 52
24 846 5

572 9560 51

287 3742 20

193 1875 10
25 244 1

12 107 1
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Shell-tempered
ESSS Sparse to moderate fine shell-and-sand-tempering, 7 59

ESCS
shell enerall leached out
Coarse  shell-tern erin with few other inclusions 2 13

ESCL
Limestone-tempered

Coarse  fragments of fine-grained white 27 418 2

ESSL
limestone/chalk-tern erin
S arse limestone in a fine or medium sand matrix 180 1858 10

ESOL Common  to abundant oolitic limestone inclusions, 1 5
enerall as se arate rains

Table 3: The Range of Saxon fabrics identified

Many sites in East Anglia and the Midlands have produced similar fabric groups, although

they occur in different proportions. This assemblage did not include any sandstone / 'sand

conglomerate'  or granitic-tempered fabrics which are relatively common further north and

west.

In general,  fine and coarse quartz-tempered pottery tends to be the most common fabric

group at sites in East Anglia,  although in the later Early Saxon period these appear to have

been replaced to some extent by grass-tempered pottery. Organic-tempering is thought to

be a late Early Saxon development in Essex  (Hamerow 1993,  31), Suffolk  (K. Wade, pers.

comm.)  and Northampton (Denham 1985).  A decrease in calcareous wares was noted at

Mucking after the 6th century.

The coarse quartz fabric group  (ESCQ) dominated this assemblage,  forming over half by

weight.  The medium quartz fabric  (ESMQ) contributed approximately a fifth of the total, and

fine sandy and sparse limestone fabrics were also relatively common. The few  sherds of

organic-tempered wares were not typical of the later grass-tempered fabrics seen elsewhere

in the region,  as they were largely relatively soft with a greasy feel.

One 'unidentified'  sherd was present in ditch fill 4266, a pale grey,  medium sandy, well-fired

jar rim. The form was consistent with Ipswich Ware, but the fabric was unlike either the

'smooth'  or the  'gritty' fabrics of this Ware ,  and the vessel appeared handmade. This may

be an example of 'proto-lpswich Ware',  which seems to occur on some later Early Saxon

sites (e.g. Godmanchester,  Anderson unpub.), although on this site it is the only pottery find

which could be place so positively towards the end of the period.

Very few vessels were complete,  and it was not possible to suggest the vessel type on the

basis of rimor base form.  However,  it was possible to get an idea of shape from some of

the larger body sherds, and carinated vessels were especially identifiable from even small

pieces.  Whilst there appears to be a relatively high proportion of carinated/biconical forms,
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this is in part a result of their ease of identification compared with the more rounded forms.

Two near-complete vessels were present in pit 4159, a `round-bellied bowl' with a flaring rim

and rounded base (4157) and a wide-mouthed, slightly shouldered globular jar with a flaring

rim and flat-angled base  (4160).

Rim and base types were classified following Hamerow (1993,  fig. 26).  This produced a total

of 55 vessels with vertical rims, 51 with everted rims,  seventeen with flaring rims and seven

with incurving rims. One vessel had a beaded rim and one was unclassified. The

`unidentified' rimsherd from  ditch fill 4266  had an  Ipswich  type E rim  (West 1963). Thirty-

seven vessels had flat-rounded bases, four  had rounded bases and two were flat-angled.

No foot ring types were present in this assemblage.  Two vessels had applied round-section

strap handles, one of which was acutely angled and appeared to be similar to  a 14th-15th

century cauldron handle.

Surface treatment was common with 843 sherds (63%) recorded with some form of

decoration or surface treatment. The various types of surface treatment were clearly

dominated by  Schlickung,  a type of rough slip applied to the body of the vessel from the

shoulder down.  This varied in coarseness from a relatively thin skim of slip with small sandy

inclusions, to very thick and coarse examples with added large grits, usually noticeably

coarser than the fabric of the sherd. These were generally rounded and sub-rounded

quartz, but a few examples of other materials were seen, including limestone, straw and,

perhaps most unusually, small pieces of crushed bone (ditch fill 806). Many vessels with

rusticated or rough-slipped bodies had been smoothed or burnished, on the shoulder, neck

and rim. There were no stamps.

Where decoration was present,  the most common form was corrugation or bands of incised

horizontal lines on the upper halves of carinated and biconical vessels. Two vessels had

facetting on a corrugation or at the carination,  and two had short diagonal slashes at the

carination. Only two sherds had been rusticated by pinching.

Pottery by provisional site phase

The majority of Saxon pottery was recovered from features in Phase V (Saxon), with a

substantial quantity occurring in Phase IV  (late Roman) and smaller,  intrusive, quantities in

earlier phases.
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Phases II to IV - Iron Age to mid Roman

Any Saxon pottery from these phases must be intrusive or wrongly assigned.

Phase IV - Late Roman

Much of the Saxon pottery from this phase was recovered from contexts in,rubbish deposit

6081 (163 sherds) and there were several sherds from ditch 3168. Presumably this

represents the latest backfilling of late Roman features and disposal of rubbish during the

earliest Saxon occupation. The average sherd size for this phase is slightly lower than that

for Phase V, which may indicate that pieces had been exposed for longer before being

deposited in these earlier features.

Phase V - Saxon

Four groups in Phase V produced pottery, the majority from 6094 and the rest from 3180,

3181 and 6095, all sunken featured buildings. Several vessels from these groups were

spread over a number of contexts, although generally within the same feature.

Phase VI - Medieval

The single sherd from this phase was in an organic-tempered fabric and not typical of the

Saxon pottery in the main assemblage. It may be prehistoric, but in any case is clearly

residual.

Discussion

Many aspects of this assemblage place it early in the period: the presence of  Schlickung  in

such a high proportion of vessels, corrugated decoration, carinated and biconical vessel

forms, the negligible quantity of grass-tempered sherds compared with the relatively high

proportion of calcareous-tempered vessels, all point towards a 5th to early 6th century date.

There is a possibility that some of the globular vessels, particularly the 'baggy' and wide-

mouthed jars, represent a later element in the assemblage however. The two near-complete

vessels, for example, appear different in terms of fabric and form from the majority of the

assemblage, and could be slightly later.
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3.4 Medieval Pottery  by H. Walker

A total of 20.5kg of pottery spanning the 11th to 15th centuries was excavated. In order to

assess the pottery it has been briefly scanned, identifying the pottery by fabric in each

context, listing diagnostic features, such as rim type, and giving the weight of pottery per

context and its date range. Almost all the pottery was excavated from Area G, with only a

handful of medieval sherds from Haul Road and Areas E and F. The pottery from Area G is

summarised below in phase order.

Up to c.1200

A small amount of pottery (1385g) was recovered from sixteen contexts, with the majority of

contexts producing less than 100g of pottery. Finds comprise mainly examples of shell-

tempered ware, early medieval ware and medieval coarse ware, with fragments of cooking

pots the most frequent vessel type. Of interest from layer (2009), are sherds of St Neots-

type ware including an inturned bowl rim. This is of the classic 10th to 11th-century Late

Saxon type, rather than the 12th-century, early medieval St Neots-type ware that is more

commonly found in Essex. Unfortunately this pottery appears to be residual, as it occurs with

other coarse wares datable to the 12th to early 13th century. Thick-walled sherds of

medieval coarse ware, perhaps from a storage jar, were recovered from an internal wall slot

of building [2311].

There is little pottery to date the enclosure ditches. The fills of ditch [3139] produced several

examples of beaded cooking pot rims providing a probable 12th-century date for deposition.

Gully [3145], which cut ditch [3139], produced 12th-century pottery, including a rim sherd of

Late Saxon Thetford-type ware. Ditches [3194] and [3195] may have been infilled slightly

later as they produced more developed medieval coarse ware cooking pot rims, datable to

the earlier 13th-century. The pond (2292) revealed sherds of shell-tempered ware thickly

encrusted with limescale, but as limescale is deposited on the broken edges of the sherds,

this is most likely to be caused by natural hard-water build up, as the underlying boulder clay

is chalky.

c. 1200 - c. 1400

Rather more pottery was recovered from this phase, a total of 4.8kg from seventy-two

contexts. Again there are no large groups- of pottery, much is similar to that from the

previous.phase, and is likely to be residual. However, there are increasing numbers of the

more developed cooking-pot rims datable to the 13th century, and a small number of fine
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wares comprising of sherds of Hedingham ware and a possible example of London-type

ware.

A number of structural features belonging to house [2311] produced pottery in this phase,

and it is here that the examples of Hedingham ware and possible London-type ware occur.

The Hedingham sherd from packing [2114] comprises a strap handle from a jug showing a

pale green glaze, and an incised wavy line along the length of the handle. This is probably

from a London-style early rounded jug dating from the mid 12th to earlier-13th century (cf.

Cotter 2000, fig.49.5 and fig.52). The other fine ware examples are 13th-century. Fine

wares were used at the table and are probably from the living area of the house rather than

service area. Other datable pottery from the house comprises two examples of medieval

coarse ware curved-over cooking-pot rims datable to the first half of the 13th-century.

A relatively large group of pottery. was recovered from layer (2187) including the base of a

medieval coarse ware cistern with the bunghole attached. Cisterns are an unusual form in

medieval coarse ware and more often occur in late medieval fabrics. Also from this layer is

a thick-walled sandy orange ware sherd showing traces of slip and a thumbed base which

has broken off around the basal angle, it may be from a jug or a more unusual vessel. This

pottery is likely to date to the 14th century and is somewhat later than the rest of the pottery

associated with the house in this phase.

A number of pits and other features belonging to corn drier [1489] contained pottery;

comprising shelly wares, early medieval ware and medieval. coarse ware. Vessel forms

include fragments of thickened, everted cooking-pot rim and a large flanged-rim bowl,

fragments of which occurred throughout the feature. The most likely date for the pottery is

earlier 13th century, and there is no evidence of specialised use that would explain the

nature of this structure.

Agricultural structure [1788] produced a range of fabrics similar to that from the corn drier,

although there is one sherd of sandy orange ware showing traces of glaze. The cooking-pot

rims present are of types dating to c.1200 and the early to mid 13th century. The pottery

suggests that this structure is either contemporary with, or slightly later, than the corn drier.

Several post-holes and linear features belonging to barn/pen [3184] produced pottery, but

only in very small amounts and most appears to be residual.
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As with the previous phase the enclosure ditches produced very little pottery, which could all

be residual. However ditch [3140] yielded a sherd of slip-painted sandy orange ware dating

to the 13th to 14th centuries and would be current with this phase.

c. 1400 onwards

The 15th-century onwards produced the largest quantities of pottery, a total of 11 kg from

forty-two contexts. In contrast to earlier phases there some substantial groups of pottery. Of

interest from wall foundation [2053], group [2311], is what appears to be a baffle plate from a

Colchester ware louver, which was attached to a roof to aid ventilation. Louvers were a

speciality of this industry, and were manufactured from the late 13th to early 15th centuries

(Cotter 2000, fig.120). The presence of a louver indicates the house may have been a

substantial building. Also from this context is a sherd of unglazed buff ware dating to the

14th to 15th-centuries.

A very large group of 13th to 15th-century pottery weighing 6kg was recovered from rubbish

pit [2148] (group [3199]). The primary fill (2149) contained part of a medieval coarse ware

coarse ware cooking-pot with a rim type datable to the first half of the 13th century.

Subsequent fills (2019, 2162) produced 13th to 14th-century pottery including Mill Green

coarse and fine wares, and a small medieval coarse ware cooking-pot with a very angular

rim, similar to rim types found in North Essex, for example at Pentlow Hall (Walker 1991 a,

fig.16.9) and Maplecroft, near Castle Hedingham (Walker 1991b, fig.13.4). These may

belong to the previous phase but the latest fills of the rubbish pit produced large amounts of

kitchenwares dating to the 14th to 15th centuries. Sandy orange ware vessels are very

common here, and there are several abraded but semi-complete vessels, comprising a bowl

rim with external lid-seating, small flanged jar rims with internal or external fire-blackening,

and one-handled jars or pipkins with everted rims and an internal glaze. Sherds from the

latter often show internal black residues most likely from cooking, while others show a

greeny, glass-like internal residue. There is also the remains of a dripping dish or skillet,

again with a black cooking residue. Fragments of jugs of various sizes are present, while

some are plain, others are slipped and some are slipped and glazed. Many of these sandy

orange ware vessels could be products of the Colchester industry, especially as the bowl

with the external lid seating can be paralleled by material from Colchester (cf. Cotter 2000,

fig.97.172). However, the possible dripping dish may be a Harlow product, another centre

for sandy orange ware production. Also of interest is the finial from a Colchester ware louver,

perhaps part of the same vessel found in association with the house.
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Other late medieval wares comprise a buff ware jar rim and several thick-walled sherds in

the same buff fabric, showing an internal white residue, probably limescale. A similar fabric

occurred at nearby Rivenhall Churchyard (Walker forthcoming). There are also several

sherds from sgraffito ware jugs and a sgraffito ware lobed cup. Sgraffito ware is thought to

have been made in Cambridgeshire, but this style of decoration was also part of the

repertoire of the Colchester industry. The sgraffito lobed cup is interesting as this is an

unusual form copying `Tudor Green' ware lobed cups, made principally during the late 15th

century.

Little pottery was recovered from the enclosure ditches in this phase and most of this is

residual. Ditch [3132] produced sherds of London type ware as found in Phase VIII of the

house. Also of significance from ditch [3132] is a sherd of medieval coarse ware showing a

white internal residue; this is not limescale as it does not react with dilute hydrochloric acid,

but may be uric acid residue. Ditch [3137] produced two sherds of late medieval sandy

orange ware dating to the 14th to 16th centuries, and is contemporary with this phase.

A number of individual features produced late medieval pottery. Ditch [2229] produced a

buff ware jug rim and handle very similar to an example from Market Street, Saffron Walden

in NW Essex (Walker 2002, 21) datable to the 14th century. Also of interest is a sandy

orange ware jar (of Cunningham's type C4), from pit [1863], datable to the 15th century and

showing patches of internal residue.

3.5 Copper-Alloy Objects  by H. Major

A total of 102 objects was recovered, ranging in date from Roman to modern. Forty-five of

the objects were unstratified, recovered during the metal detector survey. The most common

type of object was personal jewellery with seven brooches, six of 1st-century date and one

2nd-century; seven bracelet fragments including a late Roman multiple-motif bracelet, two

finger-rings and two hairpins. Other identifiable objects include nail cleaners, spoons,

buckles, studs, weights and a lion key handle. A late Roman spoon, SF552, from SFB

[3180] appeared to be silver, but, on examination, proved to be tinned copper alloy. The

vast majority of the copper alloy items were recovered from Areas B and C, with very few

coming from the vicinity of the crop-processing area in Area E. This may support the view

that the latter is an agricultural, rather than domestic, focus of activity. A variety of feature

types are represented, and these include post-holes and wells, along with ditches, pits and

layers.
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Nail cleaner, SF698, from early Roman layer (5020), is a rare late Roman type, with moulded

and incised decoration. The lion key handle, SF164, is an outstanding example of its type,

and unusually well modelled. It would originally have had an iron key soldered into the

handle, but this has fallen out. Lions are the beasts most often depicted on zoomorphic key

handles, although a range of other animals is also found, including panthers, horses and

dogs. The keys were made on the continent in the 3rd century, but evidently not all at the

same factory, as there is considerable variation in the quality of the moulding, and many are

rather crudely modelled. Lion handles are not very common, but they are widespread, with

examples from a number of  sites in Britain  and on the continent, including Baldock,

Verulamium, Fishbourne, and, nearer, to Witham, at Elms Farm, Heybridge, and Stock.

Although thirteen objects were recovered from Area G, most were unstratified and

uncovered during the metal detector survey. Since most of the material from Area G is

medieval, the objects recovered are also likely to be of this date. Only two objects are

typologically medieval; one of the buckles (SF110), which is probably late medieval, and an

enamelled heraldic harness mount (SF455).

Late Roman/Early Saxon rubbish deposit (6081) contained nearly 20% of the copper alloy

objects recovered, and these include jewellery and general fittings. The quantity of material

recovered from this feature far surpasses any other individual feature. It is possible that this

represents occupation debris deriving from a single source. Several of the objects from the

late Roman period are unusual and may be an indication of a rise in status, a widening of

trade links during this period and availability of a wider range of prestige goods.

3.6 Lead and Pewter .by H. Major

There is a total of 71 lead and pewter objects, although much of the lead comprises melted

pieces. Unusually for a Roman site, a high proportion of the lead, a total of 56%, came from

stratified contexts. As a comparison, less than 2% of the lead from Elms Farm, Heybridge,

came from stratified contexts. All except one piece is later Roman in date. Most of the

fragments are scraps and dribbles, perhaps from lead working (forty-seven pieces), but

there are also sixteen weights (not necessarily all Roman), two plugs, and a lead die.

Dice are fairly common finds, but those made in materials other than bone are extremely

rare; so this,is an unusual find. The only other examples known to the writer are two from

Bancroft villa (Williams and Zeepvat  1987,  146; Bird 1994, 347) and  one from Elms Farm,

Heybridge (Tyrrell  in prep).  Of the lead weights, seven of the sixteen found came from the
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north-eastern corner of Area C, around ditch [3169]. The sole medieval object was a pewter

buckle, SF463, found in the fill of ditch [3199] in Area G. The vast majority of the lead waste

occurs in the vicinity of late Roman/Early Saxon rubbish deposit (6081). It is likely that this is

not lead-working waste as such, but melted lead scrap. It may be significant that the rubbish

deposit also produced a quantity of building material, along with a large number of artefacts.

The deposit may have originated from a single source and represent the clearance or

demolition of a large building close by.

3.7 Ironwork  by H. Major

There is a total of approximately 357 iron objects and 2035 nails. Since most of the

assemblage is covered with corrosion products, the form and function of individual objects

remain obscure until x-ray is completed. Overall, the Roman assemblage is fairly typical of a

site of this date. The largest group of objects is the knives, followed by staples and keys, as

may be expected from among rubbish of a domestic nature. Nearly all of the ironwork was

recovered from Areas B and C, with small amounts from Area E and just seventeen from

Area G. A large amount of objects came from rubbish deposit (6081), and the function for

many of these is not readily identifiable, although hinges, hooks and staples were noted.

Ditches and pits account for many of the find-spots, and a large proportion are unstratified,

found in cleaning layers in Areas B, C and E. The objects from Areas E and G include

horseshoes, arrow and spearheads, the latter probably associated with hunting rather than

warfare.

The only obviously unusual items are a ploughshare, SF230, and coulter, SF238, found

together in early Roman ditch [6079]. Such items normally occur  as a set  in hoards or other

structured deposits. As there was no other ironwork found with the share and coulter, this

cannot be counted as a hoard, but may represent a placed boundary deposit. Some of the

ironwork is probably Saxon, though only one object appears to be typologically Saxon at

present, a girdle hanger from pit [786], SF246. Girdle hangers are generally made from

copper alloy, so this is an unusual example.

A large number of nails were collected, occurring singly, or in small groups, in features and

layers across the site. The largest amounts were found in rubbish deposit (6081), probably

representing structural nails deriving from the presumed building debris identified in the

deposit. Other groups were found in ditches and pits in all areas of the site. Cremation

burial 4660 produced at least 200 iron hobnails, many of which were extracted from amongst

the cremated bone. These probably represent the remains of a pair of hobnailed shoes,
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probably worn by the deceased during cremation. Hobnails were collected from five further

contexts, but not in sufficient numbers to denote more examples of footwear.

3.8 Ceramic Small Finds  by H. Major

The ceramic small finds comprise a disc made from a Roman vessel base, five spindle-

whorls and a Saxon loomweight. Two spindle-whorls are cut from Late Iron Age or Roman

potsherds, and three are purpose-made Saxon spindle-whorls. The Roman examples may

have been potsherds re-used in the Saxon period, since the contexts from which they came

are either late Roman (rubbish deposit 6081) or Saxon (pit 705). The utilisation of Roman

pottery for this purpose during the Saxon period is well-attested (West 1985, 84; fig.245). It

may be noteworthy that the disc was recovered from the base of early Roman post-hole

1606.

Two of the Saxon purpose-made spindle whorls are appropriately stratified, one from SFB

[676] and the second from Saxon layer (566). The loomweight came from SFB [3108]. As

can be seen, the ceramic small finds are mostly Saxon in date and associated with textile

production. This fits well with other evidence from the Saxon period and strengthens the

idea of an increase in localised craft taking place. Further loomweight fragments are likely to

be as yet unrecognised among the baked clay.

3.9 Worked Bone  by H. Major

The worked bone is generally in good condition. There is a total of thirty-five pieces,

including needles, pin beaters, hairpins, handles, a spoon  and a  possible bobbin. The

majority of these are Early Saxon, as are the two fragments of triangular combs, one of

which is from a decorated front plate.

Twenty-seven of the objects came from just six features, SFBs [676], [6094] and [6095],

wells [4112] and [4375], and late Roman/Early Saxon rubbish deposit (6081). The objects

from the SFBs nearly all relate to textile production. All five needles found, four of the five

pin beaters and the possible bobbin were found in SFB fills. The objects from the mid to late

Roman wells [4112] and [4375] were of a more personal nature comprising four hairpins, two

handles and a rat-tailed spoon. Late Roman/Early Saxon rubbish deposit (6081) contained

nine of the bone objects, including three hairpins and two handles. Cut and worked antler

was also. recovered from the deposit. The remaining eight objects were in features scattered

across the site and included hairpins, handles and an awl.
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The material from the SFBs provides a good indication that these features may have been

used for craft working, especially textile production. The personal objects from the wells and

the rubbish deposit may suggest that these were either casual losses or perhaps discarded

after suffering damage. A pair of identical hairpins in well 4375 may represent a deliberate

deposit.

3.10 Baked  Clay by H. Major

About 177kg of baked clay was recovered, including fragments of structural daub and kiln

fabric, and objects such as Iron Age and Saxon loom weights.

A surprisingly small proportion of the baked clay came from the central areas, just 26% by

weight, with the late Roman/Early Saxon rubbish deposit (6081) containing the largest

amount. As noted previously, this feature also contained quantities of building material.

The vast majority of the baked clay, almost 70% of the total, was recovered from Area E.

More than half of this was excavated from layers  (2452)  and (2451); collapsed wall [2692];

kilns [2824], [2928] and [2985]  and the ditches associated with hollow [3123].  Kiln [2985]

contained the largest amount of baked clay associated with any single feature at  17kg. The

baked clay recovered is consistent with long-term kiln use,  including repair,  and the possible

fragmentation of collapsed structures.

Much of the baked clay found in Area G comes from features associated with medieval

house [2311], although only small quantities are involved. Ditch [2052] produced fragments

which include a very unusual example of decorative stamping, with a pattern of hatching and

rosettes. A similar type of stamped daub was found associated with medieval timber

buildings in Chipping Ongar, Essex (Tyrrell 1999 174), although the Maltings Lane examples

are more elaborate.

Overall the amount of baked clay recovered is as would be expected on a rural site of this

nature in Essex, although the stamped daub from Area G is unusual and may indicate that

the medieval farmhouse was relatively comfortable.

3.11 Brick, Tile and Tesserae by H. Major

The assemblage of Roman ceramic building material weighed about three-quarters of a

tonne in total. This assemblage comprises tile, small amounts of brick and a quantity of

tesserae.  Mid to late Roman features contained the largest amounts of building material
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with more than 80% of the total weight recovered. Seven contexts contained more than

10kg of building materials with late Roman/Early Saxon rubbish deposit (6081) containing

316kg, the largest single deposit.

Tile was recovered from all areas of the site and from all phases, although the majority came

from four late Roman contexts, which together contained 84% of the total weight. Rubbish

deposit (6081) contained 291 kg, 72kg came from kiln [2824], 28kg from pit [6090] and 23kg

from well [4112]. With the exception of kiln [2824], most of the features containing tile were

in the central areas of the site. The kiln, however, was lined with tiles, mortared together

(see section 3.12), and was part of the crop-processing area in Area E. It is unclear whether

the tile had been reused or specifically procured for this lining.

Most of the identified  tesserae,  weight 25kg, were found in deposit (6081), probably

deposited as a single dump. Both coarse and fine tesserae are present, and may derive

from a figured pavement or floor. There are small amounts of tesserae from other scattered

contexts. Only a small amount of brick, c.1 kg, was identified and most of it came from a

modern ditch.

Estimates for the weight of tile needed to roof a building measuring 15m2 suggest that more

than one tonne would be required (Brodribb 1987, 11). The collected tesserae, assuming an

average surface area of 500mm2 per item, would cover a floor measuring approximately

2m2. Although the quantities found at Maltings Lane are relatively small, when the amount of

building material is considered along with other materials, it seems likely they all derive from

a substantial building in the vicinity.

3.12 Mortar,  Plaster and  Opus signinum  by H. Major

Approximately 10kg of mortar and opus  signinum  were recovered. This is not a large

amount for this type of material, and not of particular significance to the interpretation of the

site, other than in association with the rest of the building material. Two contexts produced

the vast majority of the mortar. Rubbish deposit (6081) produced 6kg, along with quantities

of other discarded building material.. Mortar used as a bonding material was sampled from

the tile lining of kiln [2824] in Area E, amounting to 500g.

Nearly 10kg. of painted wall plaster was excavated, all from rubbish deposit (6081). The

plaster features panels and stripes in-a variety of colours. Only one fragment shows a more

complex pattern, with pale blue squiggles on a red and pink background. One fragment has
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a swirling design scratched through the paint probably when still attached to a wall.

Generally, it is high-status buildings such as villas which tend to feature this type of painted

plaster.

Neither the plaster, nor the bulk of the mortar, was likely to have come from any of the

structures identified within the excavated area. These were probably not transported too far,

however, as the plaster, which is reasonably soft, comprises sizeable pieces and none is

particularly abraded. The structure from which this material derives is likely to have been

mid or late Roman in date and was probably situated not far outside the bounds of the

excavation.

3.13 Briquetage  by H. Major

102 pieces of salt briquetage were recovered, weighing 8844g. The material consists

predominantly of sherds from large rectangular pans used during the production of salt from

seawater, though there is at least one fragment from a pedestal. Most is from 2nd- or earlier

3rd-century features, which is noteworthy since it is generally perceived that Roman salterns

on the Essex coast had ceased production by this date.

Just over half of the briquetage comes from features in and around hollow [3123] in the north

of Area E, amounting to 51 pieces weighing 4425g. The remainder mainly comes from wells

[4112] and [4375] in Area B. Twelve percent, both by weight and sherd count, comes from

well [4375] and approximately a third by weight comes from well [4112]. Very little

briquetage was recovered from other features.

The mechanism whereby briquetage reached inland sites in Essex is not clearly understood,

but it is very unlikely that it was used for salt processing at Maltings Lane. This is one of the

larger groups of briquetage from an inland site, and the presence of a pedestal is unusual.

The briquetage may have been used to transport salt from the coast, and its presence

probably indicates that the preservation of food-stuffs was being carried out in the Area E

enclosure, along with crop-processing.

3.14 Worked and Unworked Stone  by H. Major

There was a total of just under 48kg of worked stone from 99 contexts. Quern fragments

were the. commonest type of object represented. There were four pieces of saddle quern,

probably residual from the prehistoric occupation. The rotary querns are in three types of

stone; puddingstone (five pieces); Rhenish lava (from fifty-three contexts), and grit/millstone
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grit (seventeen contexts). Puddingstone querns were produced from the late 1st century BC

up to mid/late 1st century AD. Lava querns can be either Roman or medieval, although any

querns recovered outside Area G are likely to be Roman. Millstone grit querns

predominantly occur in mid/late Roman contexts, though they can be earlier. The range of

querns found is appropriate for a farmstead site, where daily processing of flour, etc., would

be expected to have taken place. A large number and range of querns was found at Ivy

Chimneys (Buckley and Major 1999, 115). The number of rotary querns, in particular, was

notable and can be compared to those recovered from Maltings Lane.

The querns appeared in a variety of feature types across the site, with few occurring in Area

E. This shows that the processing activities carried out in this area did not involve the

production of flour. Few querns were found in rubbish deposit (6081), which is notable given

the quantities of other materials found in this feature. The demolished building from which

this material is presumed to have derived was thought to be high status. The lack of quern

fragments could be seen as confirmation of this, as any food preparation of this nature would

probably have been carried out away from the main focus of occupation.

There were five purpose-made Roman whetstones, four sharpening stones, and a fragment

of schist, which is probably from a medieval whetstone. Fragments of Purbeck marble from

a medieval context probably derived from a mortar. A fragment of a Roman palette in an

unidentified stone came from layer (3652).

Some of the collected unworked stone had clearly been used as coarse building stone.

Pieces of sandstone from post-holes (2365) and (2367), for example, had traces of mortar

on them. Besides natural pebbles and small boulders from the gravels, septaria and

Greensand are the two stone types most commonly used as coarse building rubble on

Roman sites, but only occur here in small quantities. There is a relatively large amount of

shelly limestone, and several pieces of oolitic limestone, both non-local stones. Some of the

shelly limestone has a dressed surface, a very unusual occurrence on a Roman rural site in

Essex. These were, however, not found in association with the other building materials and

so probably did not derive from the same building.

3.15 Glass  by Joyce Compton

A total of 154 fragments, including window glass, was recovered from fifty contexts in all.

The glass has been counted and weighed, in grams, by context, and basic identifications for

the full assemblage have been carried out. Details by context can be found in the archive.
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further sherd of modern glass was unstratified in Area B. The modern glass, a total of nine

pieces weighing 465g, was discarded on health and safety grounds, following recording.

The bulk of the assemblage is late Roman in date.  Much of the collection comprises pieces

in frequently-occurring blue-green glass, although there are items in both colourless and the

green,  bubbly glass indicative of late Roman manufacture. There is no glass present which

is typically early Roman in character,  for instance, from pillar-moulded bowls, cast-and-

ground dishes, or strongly coloured monochrome vessels. More than half of the assemblage

recovered was from contexts belonging to late Roman and Saxon Phases.

Almost all of the window glass is of the double-glossy variety in blue-green, typical of 4th-

century manufacture.  There are also many flat, indeterminate,  blue-green sherds in the

assemblage and are probably window glass, which has been definitely recorded in

seventeen contexts.

Most of the glass was recovered from Areas B and C, with just seven sherds from Area E

and three from Area G. More than half of the total glass came from two features; rubbish

deposit  (6081) and underlying ditch [3172].  The remaining sherds occurred either singly or

in groups of two or three from features and layers across the site.

A single feature contained significant quantities of glass, the late Roman/Early Saxon

rubbish deposit (6081). This contained. 35%, by sherd count, and 21 %,  by weight, of the

vessel glass recovered from site. It also contained 59%, by sherd count, and 62%, by

weight,  of the window glass.  The relatively large amount of window glass once again

suggests that this deposit represents dumped material removed from a substantial building.

A single glass object was recovered,  from layer  (2451)  in Area E,  a bead (now shattered) of

apparent Saxon date.

A variety of vessel glass types, with a similar date range, were recovered from Ivy Chimneys,

but here a greater number of glass objects, including beads, was.also found (Allen 1999,

122). Quantities of window glass were also recovered, but no building was identified from

which the glass may have derived. The lack of small objects at Maltings Lane may reflect

the nature of the occupation, but these objects are notoriously difficult to recover during

excavation..t
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3.16 Flint  by H. Martingell

A total of 235 pieces of worked flint were recovered. The assemblage comprises forty-four

identified  tools, including four arrowheads (three bifacial), eleven scrapers of various types, a

truncated blade, a piercer, twenty-seven  minimally  retouched pieces,  148 unmodified flakes

and blades, and thirty-two artefacts  related to tool production,  including seventeen cores.

The remaining  eleven pieces consist of recent building material waste and natural flint

pieces. The artefacts  appear to be generally of Neolithic and later Prehistoric dates. The

main interest is in the arrowheads.

Within this collection there are no diagnostic or recognisable Palaeolithic or Mesolithic

artefacts, but some of the blades may be of Mesolithic date; alternatively the blades and the

minimally retouched pieces could be of early Neolithic date for use as knives and harvesting

implements.  The arrowheads are all of Neolithic date, as are some of the scrapers. The

closest-comparisons would be with the arrowheads from the Neolithic sites of Hurst Fen,

Mildenhall,  Suffolk  (Clark,  1960)  and Windmill Hill, Wiltshire  (Smith, 1965).  There is an

unusually high percentage of tools to unmodified pieces (19%) and a higher than average

number of blades  (12%), the latter suggesting an early Neolithic date.  The occurrence of

this range of flints attests to early exploitation of the landscape by hunter-gatherer

communities.

Twenty-eight flint artefacts are probably later prehistoric in date.  These are the flakes and

irregularly shaped pieces which have areas of marginal retouch. Some may be scrapers and

others may be basic woodworking tools. Seven flakes have the standard criteria for Iron

Age 'blanks'. They are squat and the platforms are the widest part. The flakes have deep

positive and negative bulbs, one of which is retouched.

There is one irregular bifacially-worked flint, with retouch across one edge.  This may well be

a 'strike-a-light' and thus could be of any age - prehistoric, Roman or medieval.

Residuality within the flint assemblage is high,  unsurprisingly when the intensity of later

occupation is taken into account,  with less than 20% of the total coming from features or

deposits of prehistoric. date. Consequently,  the assemblage has low value for use in the

interpretation of landscape use within the site in the prehistoric period.
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3.17 Coins by M. Curteis

In all, 136 coins were recovered, most of which came from Areas B and C, with only three

coming from Area G and six from Area E. A large proportion of the assemblage was found

in stratified deposits, with rubbish deposit (6081) producing more than 30% of the total,

although a significant number are unstratified, recovered from cleaning layers in Areas B and

C. Few of the coins were retrieved from stratified early Roman contexts, with the majority

coming from ditches and pits of mid and late Roman date. A coin was recovered from

structured deposit 2471, unfortunately illegible, but its size indicates an as/dupondius of 1st

or 2nd century date. The date accords with that provided for the five beakers present (mid

to late 1st century AD).

Most of the coins are provisionally dated to the 3rd or 4th centuries, although eight are 1st

and 2nd century. The few coins that fall outside this date range comprise one Romano-

British or Iron Age coin, one Edward II penny and one George II penny.

The main value of the coin assemblage lies in its contribution towards dating evidence, but

aspects of settlement and site character could also be inferred from the composition of the

collection. The distribution of the coins indicates casual coin loss and the number present is

probably as expected from this type of settlement. The lack of early Roman coins is not

necessarily significant. More than one thousand coins were recovered from Ivy Chimneys

(Turner 1999, 66), in similar proportions. The higher number here probably indicates

deposition of a votive nature around the temple site, and thus the lower number at Maltings

Lane points to activity of a generally more mundane character.
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL  MATERIAL

4.1 Human Bone  by Joyce Compton

Human bone was recovered from a total of 16 contexts, eleven of which contained cremated

remains. Two further contexts contained very small amounts of indeterminate burnt bone.

The backfill of inhumation burial [5398] produced 1g from the environmental sample, which

is unlikely to be human. The fill of ditch [2770] produced 9g, which, unfortunately, remains

unlocated. The human remains have been weighed and briefly examined; details have been

tabulated by context and can be found in the archive.

Cremated  human  remains

Cremated bone was recovered from nine cremation burials, seven of which contained urns

which held the burnt remains. Two burials [967] and [4660] had bone in the fill of each pit in

addition to that contained in the urns. All but one of the cremation burials were found in

Areas B and E. A single unurned cremation burial [2471] was also identified in Area C. Only

38g of burnt bone was recovered from this feature, however, and the recognisable elements

are animal. At least five near-complete beakers were also recovered,. and, on balance, it is

more probable that this is a placed deposit, rather than a cremation burial.

The bone from the eight certain burials all appears to have been well cremated and is

creamy-white in colour under the mud staining. Most contexts contain large and

recognisable fragments, and quantities of small fragments are included with the fine

fractions. There are many large (over 40mm in length) pieces from long bones; centra from

vertebrae and long bone condyles are also evident. The contents of the urns, (4662) and

(5205), from two cremation burials were excavated in spits and these have been bagged

separately, should analysis of structured placement of the remains within vessels be

considered desirable at a later date.

The cremation burials are dated by accompanying pottery vessels,  those from Area B are

mainly early to mid Roman,  except for burial [4660] which appears to be late Roman.

Cremation burial [967], from Area E, dates to the Late Iron Age, probably to the last decade

of the 1st century BC or the first decade of the 1st century AD. The  placed deposit  [2471],

from Area C, is dated to the mid 1st century AD.
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Non-cremated remains

Human bone, in the form of both inhumation burials and disarticulated remains, was

recovered from five contexts, representing the remains of at least three individuals. There

are two near-complete skeletons, one adult (2129) and one infant (5400), and an adult

cranium in fragments was recovered from the fill of ditch 708. Both of the inhumations had

been buried formally in graves, although the adult burial had been cut by the digging of a pit

at some time during the medieval period, which removed most of the lower limbs. The adult

appeared to be an extended supine burial, lying slightly towards the left side with the arms

flexed. Parts of the lower limbs were recovered from the fill of the medieval pit [2131].

The dating evidence for all three individuals is tentative. Sherds of prehistoric pottery were

recovered from the backfill of grave [2128], but no positive evidence was found, other than

the grave had been disturbed during the medieval period. The infant was found in the

Roman cemetery area, accompanied by pottery sherds of mid 1st century AD date. Ditch

terminus [708] is dated stratigraphically to the Late Iron Age.

[2129] The Adult

The remains are fragmented, but most areas of the body are represented. The bone is in a

variable state of preservation. Remaining surface detail is fairly clear. The limb bones are

fragmentary and are lacking most of the bones from the extremities. Both of the patellae are

present. The skull vault is present in pieces and fragments of the mandible; the teeth are

very worn. Many loose teeth are also present. The axial skeleton is very fragmentary, little

survives of the ribs and there are few recognisable vertebrae. Fragments of the pelvis and

the clavicles are present.

[5400] The Infant

All areas of the body are well represented, and the bones are in fairly good condition. This is

a neonate, probably not surviving for any length of time following birth. It is notable that this

is the only inhumation burial in the cremation cemetery, perhaps indicating differences in

attitude towards the death and disposal of new-borns in the Roman period.

[848] The Cranium

This had apparently been carefully placed on the floor in the northern terminus [708] of Late

Iron Age, enclosure ditch [6149] before burial. The entire cranium appears to be present, in

fragments, plus a section of the maxilla with four very worn molars. The surface detail is

clear., A cattle incisor is also present, probably derived from the cattle bones found in close
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association. Similar types of deposits have been found at the nearby excavations at

Dovehouse Field, Cressing Temple (M. Atkinson pers. comm.) and appear to be a typically

Iron Age rural practice possibly associated with boundary marking or ancestor veneration.

4.2 Animal Bone  by Joyce Compton

Animal bone, weighing almost 187kg in total, was recovered from 482 contexts. Forty-one

contexts were fully recorded, representing just over 40% of the assemblage by weight. The

selected contexts comprise well-dated and/or phased contexts ranging in date from the Late

Iron Age to the medieval period. The complete bone assemblage has been listed by context

and weighed, in grams, the selected assemblage has been scanned for condition and

completeness, and identifications have been carried out using Schmid (1972) and Cornwall

(1956).

Fifteen of the selected contexts are medieval or late medieval in date. The largest amount

comes from layer [1896], which contained more than 5kg. Two contexts of certain Saxon

date, [696] and [3950], were chosen, and three of the selected late Roman contexts also

contained Saxon pottery. These assemblages comprised some of the largest groups among

those selected, with two contexts each containing more than 10kg of bone. Together, the

Saxon and late Roman contexts account for approximately a quarter of the selected sample.

Six contexts dating to the early Roman period and seven of mid Roman date were picked.

Several of these are large groups of animal bone range in weight from 3kg to over 5kg. Just

one context of Late Iron Age date was examined. The lack of selected contexts of this date

probably reflects the nature of the excavated assemblage. Contexts dated to the Late Iron

Age appear to be few in number. Two further contexts, pit fills [2336] and [2359], were

examined. These appear to be deliberate burials of entire carcasses (cattle in each case)

with no associated dating evidence, and are unphased.

The animal bone groups from the selected sample are relatively large, although 80% have

less than 3kg of bone. The average weight per context for those examined is 2kg, whereas

the average for the whole site assemblage is very low at 387g. This suggests that many of

the unexamined contexts will contain very little bone and be of little value to further study.

Results

All of the major food animals are represented, with cattle appearing in almost every context.

Pig, horse, sheep/goat and deer are also present in some numbers, bird bones were noted

in seven contexts and fish bones in three. The latter were mainly recovered from
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environmental samples taken from the contexts concerned. Two contexts produced dog

bones, identified by teeth and mandibles only, and rodent bones were also recovered from

two contexts. Generally the animal bone assemblage is typical of a rural site with

predominantly domesticated animals bones from the Roman and medieval periods and a

rise in game animal remains during the Saxon period.

Cattle bones occur in contexts of all dates and phases. Bones from horse occur mainly in

Roman contexts, whereas deer are present mainly in contexts of late Roman and Saxon

date. Pig and sheep/goat are present throughout, although with less frequency than cattle.

Occurrences of bird bones are restricted to the Roman period, but these were definitely

noted in only seven contexts. The fish bones from gully [1760] consist mainly of large

vertebrae and skull bones, possibly from the same fish. Fish bones occur in several other

.contexts and were generally retrieved from environmental samples.

Much of the bone assemblage is fragmented, although most of the fragmentation is not

recent. Many long bones have been split in antiquity, probably for the extraction of marrow.

There are knife cuts and chop marks, as a result of butchery, on much of the assemblage,

especially evident on ribs and long bone. condyles. Several scapulae appear to have been

roughly pierced, indicating suspension of joints of meat. Foot bones are well represented,

as are mandible and skull fragments and horn cores. The presence of these elements may

indicate that the preparation of hides for tanning was carried out in the vicinity. Sawn antler

fragments, and off-cuts, and horn cores are present in a number of contexts, and there is a

cut and filed rib section in fill (4105). The strongest evidence for bone working occurs in

contexts of late Roman and Saxon date, in particular the late Roman/Early Saxon rubbish

deposit (6081). Further evidence occurs in several medieval contexts. Although

fragmented, the condition of the bone examined is mainly very good. Survival of surface

detail is also good, providing much evidence for butchery practices and pathological

changes, although little of the latter was noted. Bones in many contexts exhibited evidence

of gnawing; of interest are cattle phalanges and metacarpus from fill (4800) which must have

been chewed while still articulated.

Two fills, (4628) and (6067), from well [4375] were examined, both closely dated to the mid

2nd century AD. A range of  taxa  is present, mostly the remains of domestic food animals,

although .bones of horse and dog were also identified. Bird and fish bones were recovered

from the environmental sample taken from fill (4628). Also present are a number of

complete mandibles, both cattle and sheep/goat, plus many fragments of pig mandibles. It
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is probable that these represent disposal of food waste, rather than anything more significant

such as a ritual deposit. The presence of a large quantity of ordinary butchered waste in

these contexts is also an indication of rubbish disposal. Several contexts from .late

Roman/Early Saxon rubbish deposit (6081) were also examined. Typically these contained

the highest number of identified deer bones and associated sawn antler tines and off-cuts.

There was also a high incidence of pig bones, especially mandible fragments.

4.3 Bulk Soil Sampling and Sieving  by K. Campbell and T. O'Connor

Soil samples were collected from well-dated contexts in order to answer specific site

questions. Most of the samples were retrieved from sealed deposits; the exception being

the medieval ponds and the probable demolition spreads. A total of 124 bulk soil samples

were taken during the course of excavation from a range of features and deposits, including

ditches, pits, hearths/ovens, layers and wells, primarily for the purpose of plant macrofossil

recovery. Ninety-seven of these samples have been processed (this does not include the

specialist samples, which have been dealt with separately). The remaining 27 bulk samples

were discarded due either to lack of sound dating evidence or stratigraphic integrity.

The selected bulk soil samples were processed by wet sieving, with flotation using a 0.5mm

mesh and collecting the flotation fraction (flot) on a 0.5mm sieve. The residue was then

dried and separated using 2mm and 4mm sieves. All the material larger than 2mm (the

coarse fraction) was sorted by eye and both artefacts and macro-fossils extracted. The

material smaller than 2mm (the fine fraction) was saved but not sorted. All flots have also

been dried and sorted.

The range and quality of the environmental material retrieved is presented below.

4.3.1 Charcoal

Twenty-two contexts were identified during sampling which have potential for species

identification. Within these samples the size and number of charcoal fragments varies.

Waterlogged deposits appear to have identifiable fragments, but in small numbers, while

post-holes and sunken-featured buildings have a few fragments. Samples from kilns and

hearths are disappointing, appearing to have few, if any, identifiable fragments. However,

sample <82>, from mid Roman pit [3228], produced charcoal in association with slag,

hammerscale and baked clay, which may be evidence of smithing. Overall the charcoal

recovered from the environmental samples is of poor quality and low density.
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4.3.2 Plant Macrofossils

Seventeen samples were deemed to contain sufficient plant macrofossils to warrant limited

analysis. However, the survival of plant remains appears generally to be poor across the

site. Few carbonised seeds and grains were recovered from charcoal deposits, ditches or

layers. SFB [676] contained slightly more grains but these were still relatively low in number,

while hearths and kilns produced few, if any, plant remains.

The medieval corn-drier [1489] <16> and sample <77> from mid Roman layer (2452), close

to the kilns in Area E, both contained a large amount of carbonised grain. In Area B a Saxon

pit [4159] <101> contained two species of cereal and SFB [6094] <96> contained burnt non-

cereal seeds. These remains seem to confirm the long-standing role of cereal cultivation in

the agricultural regimes being practised through time in this part of the Essex landscape.

4.3.3 Marine Molluscs

Six bulk samples were identified which have potential for statistical analysis. Only four from

two features, however, contained sufficient quantities of shell to warrant further study.

Medieval midden [3199] <30> and mid to late Roman well [4375] <119>, <121> and <138>

contained a large number of marine molluscs. The shells were predominantly oyster but

cockle and mussel have also been noted. Shellfish were presumably transported by river

and road from the east coast, which would have been within relatively easy reach of Maltings

Lane. Shellfish in quantity at this inland site may infer a degree of status and sophistication

in the later Roman period, perhaps in association with the postulated high-status building

thought to be in the near vicinity. However, by the medieval period shellfish was an

established staple and is to be expected to occur in reasonable quantity on a well-appointed

roadside farmstead site.

4.3.4 Fish and Bird Bone

Eleven samples contained fish bones, with two also containing bird bones. The survival of

only a small number of bird bones made further work on these impractical. Only two

features, comprising a total of six samples, contained any sizeable quantity of fish bone.

Medieval midden [3199] <30> and mid to late Roman well [4375] <116>, <117>, <118>,

<121> and <138> both contained enough fish bone to warrant further study. It is noticeable

that both of these features contained large amount of marine molluscs and fish bone and

infer relatively varied diets of the people who lived here.
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4.4 Specialist  Samples  by K. Campbell

A number of specialist samples were taken during the course of the excavation. These

remain in controlled storage awaiting further analysis. Decisions on the merits of more

analysis of these samples are dependent on the value of any further information they may

provide. Their purpose and potential is given below.

4.4.1 Molluscs

Contiguous samples for mollusc analysis were taken from the possible medieval 'pond'

(2293) in Area G; the mid Roman ditch [6152] and Late Iron Age layer [3123] in Area E, all

waterlogged features. The purpose for taking the Area G sample was to identify if this was

in fact a pond and to establish whether continual waterlogging occurred. The samples from

Area E were taken with the aim of identifying the local conditions in and around the hollow to

determine whether waterlogging was a persistent problem. It is also hoped to establish if

there are any differences between the mollusc assemblages in the fill of the layer and the fill

of the ditch that may pertain to changes in the local environment. These samples remain in

controlled storage.

4.4.2 Soil Micromorphology

Two Kubiena tin samples were taken from Late Iron Age layer [3123] in Area E and one

monolith tin from late Roman/Early Saxon rubbish deposit (6081) in Area B. Separate small

samples were taken for geochemistry alongside the tins. It is hoped that these samples will

help define the nature of these deposits and give possible indicators as to their deposition.

These samples are currently in refrigerated storage.

4.4.3 Pollen

A monolith sample was taken across Late Iron Age hollow [3123] and mid Roman ditch

[6152] in Area E for the purpose of pollen analysis. Unfortunately the heavy waterlogging

resulted in the loss of part .of the basal sediments and it is also unknown if the ditch has

remained permanently waterlogged. For these reasons it is expected that potential for

pollen analysis is low. This sample remains in refrigerated storage.
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5.0 ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS

As described in preceding sections of this report, the excavation of the various areas of the

Maltings Lane development has produced a very substantial body of evidence for the study,

interpretation and reconstruction of past landscape use from the Late Bronze Age to the

present day. Both the recorded site remains and the artefactual assemblages collected are

numerous and varied and inform on a range of themes and issues of academic

archaeological interest. Clearly, the central theme is that of agricultural landscape

development and change through time, and of the site's relationship with other nearby sites

especially Ivy Chimneys. However, within the overall framework of landscape evolution, the

excavated evidence also contributes to a wide range of more specific research questions;

the results of this project are assessed in relation to these, below.

5.1 Site results in relation to research objectives

As already mentioned, the excavation and subsequent study of the site and the collected

artefacts have been driven by the Research Objectives formulated following the site

evaluation, as part of the project design (see Appendix 2). As such, the consideration of the

value and implications of the results in relation to these aims is the most constructive way in

which to  assess the project.

However, it is apparent that the original Research Objectives do not now adequately address

all of the themes, issues and questions that the excavated remains require. In particular,

ROs 3 and 4 were formulated in the expectation that occupation remains per se would be

the most numerous and/or important component of the excavated remains. While present on

varying but restricted scales in most major periods and site phases, buildings, domestic

occupation plots and associated infrastructure features (roads, tracks, water supply, etc.) it

is the bigger picture of landscape organisation and exploitation that is predominant. As

such, the discussion of project results in relation to Research Objectives has been adjusted

to reflect this  essential  nuance; except in relation to the Medieval period for which the

farmstead remains constitute the vast majority of the excavated evidence.

RO1  Determine the nature and significance of the prehistoric activity  in  Area A

The lack of prehistoric features in Area A, despite the promising indications of the

evaluation, precludes meaningful understanding of activity of this date. However, Area B

contained a,greater prehistoric presence than was anticipated; enough to allow significant

statements to be made. The Neolithic material recovered from site is mostly residual in later

features, which indicates a general presence in the landscape; but little else. However, there
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is evidence for unenclosed settlement activity and associated field systems during the Late

Bronze Age period. The four circular post-built structures associated with a number of other

pits and post-holes along the southwest edge of the site are typical-of settlement remains

from this period. Although no complete field systems survive there are enough ditch

fragments to suggest at least a small-scale field system in close association. These

prehistoric remains bear no relation to subsequent landscape occupation and development.

The value of the Late Bronze Age remains lies in the fact that they represent the some of the

earliest recorded occupation and farming remains in the immediate area and seem to be

comparable to structures identified. at such places as Springfield Lyons and Mucking.

There is little evidence for activity during the Early and Middle Iron Ages, apart from some

residual pottery in later features. The Late Iron Age, however, witnesses the emergence of

concerted and extensive agricultural management and exploitation of the landscape, that

continues to develop until the late Roman period. This evidence for large-scale field

systems, while not in itself particularly unusual for extensive rural sites in Essex, includes

certain elements that further our understanding of the Late Iron Age agricultural landscape of

the Blackwater valley area. The storage jar oven and the alignments of pits/ post-holes are

unusual features on a Late Iron Age site and may indicate that more than just regular

farming practices were going on, perhaps including a significant 'ranching' component.

Partially confirming the line of the Witham Lodge Earthworks increases the confidence about

our understanding of the prehistoric landscape around Witham.

R02  Examine the major transition periods between the  late  Iron Age/Roman periods

and the  late  Roman/Early  Saxon.

There is little evidence for any significant changes to the layout of the site between the Late

Iron Age and early Roman periods. The features associated with this phase remain fairly

constant with a large sub-circular enclosure being in use until the mid Roman period. From

this it seems that the Late Iron Age to early Roman transition had relatively little impact on

the organisation of the site and hence daily life and agricultural practice. Further

comparative analysis could be undertaken to explore any significant change in the material

culture. However, indications from artefact study conducted to date are not of a spectacular

change but rather a steady development, as would be expected, and has been noted

elsewhere on sites in Essex. The continuance of the Late Iron Age farming layout, and by

inference practice, through the early Roman period adds further weight to the 'business as

usual theory' for many small farmsteads during the Late Iron Age to early Roman transition.
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In contrast to the Late Iron Age/early Roman interface, there seems to be little obvious

continuity between the late Roman and Saxon periods. The layout, and probably the nature

of activity taking place on the site, changes dramatically with all the earlier enclosure

systems going out of use and buildings abandoned. Superficially, there seems to be a

general decline, if not a period of abandonment of this managed landscape. A significant

increase in the quantity of bones from game animals and of burnt non-cereal seeds

suggests that there was a fundamental change in foodstuff exploitation. However, it is

unclear whether this was due to changing dietary tastes or to a decline in the domesticated

food available and a shift to a more basic subsistence economy. The fact that there is early

Saxon occupation overlying the late Roman, albeit on a much reduced scale, may hint that

the two episodes of landscape use are not entirely unconnected and coincidental. The

presence/deposition of late Roman material in SFBs and the reuse of Roman pottery as

spindleworls suggests that at least some late Roman material was still in circulation,

although the placement of some SFBs directly on top of abandoned/infilled late Roman

features (e.g. two over building [6093], one over ditch [3168]) may indicate the deliberate

'slighting' or disregard of the preceding systems and structures. However, it remains

possible that this fundamentally different and reduced occupation and exploitation did utilise

some surviving vestiges of the Roman landscape. As has been suggested earlier, although

certain ditches rapidly passed out of use, it is likely that hedges perpetuated the essence of

the enclosure systems that they established. If this is indeed the case, it is possible that

some elements of the Roman farming landscape could have been opportunistically adopted

by its early Saxon period occupants.

Having discussed the relative impacts of the perceived periods of transition at the beginning

and very end of the Roman period, it should be perhaps acknowledged that the intervening

400 years also saw significant development and change; albeit with a thread of continuity

throughout. It would seem that, against the background of continuing (primarily arable?)

agricultural exploitation, the landscape evolved from a relatively irregular and sub-divided

series of enclosures and fields to that of a more regular and open system. Elsewhere, this

has been interpreted as evidence of the intensification of agricultural production and would

seem to be applicable at Maltings Lane too.
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R03  Determine the nature and economy  of the  Romano-British,  Saxon  and Medieval

settlements.

As stated above, settlement, in terms of domestic habitation infrastructure remains, is either

absent or else a minor component of the various Roman to early Saxon site phases. Little

direct structural evidence for domestic occupation lies within the site during the Romano-

British period. However, there is a range of indirect evidence to at least partially define its

nature and economy. The Roman period remains are essentially indicative of a fairly typical

rural Essex site. The majority of the excavated remains relate to the management and

exploitation of an agricultural landscape; divided, enclosed and drained by ditch systems

probably often accompanied by other forms of demarcation such as hedges. Judging from

both the structural and artefactual, evidence, a mixed economy can be inferred. Cereal

production would appear to be the most important, alongside cattle husbandry; although a

range of other seasonal crops and livestock can perhaps be also assumed. While cereal

production and processing seem to have been central activities, as indicated by the

perpetuation of the 'processing hollow' in Area E, the gradual abandonment of rounded and

smaller-scale enclosures in favour of larger rectilinear fields hints at the decreasing role of

animal husbandry and the intensification of arable farming as the Roman period progressed.

While there are few substantive occupation remains within the excavated site, the occasional

presence of wells, hearths and particularly the small 2nd-century cremation cemetery

indicate that some form of focus of occupation lies in close proximity. Given the rural nature

of the ditch systems and relatively restricted range, quality and quantity of domestic

artefacts, it is likely that such a settlement focus would be in the form of a farmstead of

moderate status - perhaps one of many scattered across the Blackwater valley landscape -

although the building debris from rubbish deposit (6081) may hint that such a structure could

have approached villa-like standards. The single structure that may have served as a

dwelling, building [6093], stands out from the other remains. It is unlikely that the building

debris originated from this building given its size and relative isolation. This structure seems

to be more part of the general landscape that would be expected from a primary dwelling

and it may have functioned as a barn or out building for the farm.

The evidence for settlement  per se  during the Saxon period is much stronger than that of the

Romano-British period, although determination of the nature of land-use and economy are

somewhat problematic. Six SFBs were identified but these are probably ancillary work

buildings rather than domestic dwellings. The one candidate for a dwelling at Maltings Lane

is rectangular post-built structure [3146], similar to those identified at Orton Hall Farm and

West Stow. However, there are few other remains in association with any of these structures
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and the nature of the surrounding post-Roman landscape remains unclear. While it is

possible, and perhaps likely, that arable cultivation was carried out within the remnants of the

late Roman agricultural landscape, however there is little evidence to substantiate this.

Indeed, as discussed previously, discontinuity and fundamental change are rather indicated.

It is likely that these pronounced changes extended to the economic base, with a return to a

markedly subsistence economy accompanied by low material wealth. While it is doubted that

the, SFBs functioned as dwellings, their pairing is pronounced and perhaps indicates single

family groupings scattered across the land. It is possible that individual SFBs within a pair

served different functions; this is partially supported by their artefactual content. At least two

of the structures contain significant quantities of artefacts relating to the production of

textiles and working of deer antler; presumably aspects of this subsistence economy. This

apparent difference in the use of the SFBs in a pair was also noted at Heybridge and may be

significant in seeking to understand the layout and activities of small Saxon settlements. An

increase in the amount of game animal bones and the lack of any formal field system

suggest that any farming associated with the Saxon settlement was not on any significant

scale and was supplemented by hunting. While the Saxon remains are not particularly

expansive, they have an importance as an indicator of early Saxon period occupation in the

Witham area.

The medieval activity was restricted to a relatively small area along the road frontage and as

a result only a limited amount can be defined about the nature of the settlement and

economy during this period. Clearly  a farmstead complex,  comprising a probable house/

byre,  small barn,  corn dryer or malting oven,  yard surfaces and a midden, a range of

processing activities associated with food production are. attested,  from which a mixed

agricultural regime for the farm may be inferred.  Assumed to be a participant in the local

market economy,  the proximity of Hatfield Road was presumably important.  Connections

with local trading centres are suggested by the consumption of goods such as pottery from

Colchester,  Harlow and London.  The placement near an existing road is mirrored at other

sites such as Stebbingford,  and was probably a major consideration in the location of the

farmstead.  This seems a typical example of a small medieval farmstead in Essex.
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R04  Examine the settlement  activity  in association with its landscape.

Again, due to the lack of tangible remains of domestic occupation, the focus of our

understanding is on agricultural landscape development and exploitation rather than human

settlement within it. As such, it is difficult to address this Research Objective, the landscape

already having been considered  as an  integral part of R03. It is, however, possible to place

the site within its wider landscape context, primarily that of the upper Blackwater valley.

The landscape of the Blackwater valley has been extensively farmed from the Neolithic

period. Excavations and cropmark plots reveal field systems and small farmsteads, as well

as larger settlements, from all periods along the whole length of this valley. It is into this

intensively used landscape that the remains at Maltings Lane must be placed. As such the

remains for all the periods at Maltings Lane are part of a wider functioning landscape, which

develops and evolves through time. The dynamics of this landscape must have included

farmsteads of varying sizes feeding into larger settlements that provided outlets, and inlets,

for produce and goods. This interdependency of settlement and landscape must have

influenced the development of the landscape use at Maltings Lane. This is possibly best

evidenced by the changes in the layout of the fields and the inference of increased crop

production and preparation during the Roman periods. The Blackwater valley, and Essex in

general, sees an expansion of settlement during this period, which presumably meant a rise

in the general population. A rise in population would have put more pressure on agricultural

land to produce foodstuff that would have been best countered by changing from animal

husbandry to crop production. Although not as clear similar dynamics must have acted upon

the other periods represented, inexorably linking the remains at Maltings Lane to the wider

landscape.

R05  Determine the relationship of the  Roman  activity on  site  with the ritual complex

at Ivy Chimneys.

The site at Ivy Chimneys is most noteworthy for its remains of a ritual complex that

comprises ponds, temples and a possible early Christian church and font. Apart from the

incidence of a few examples of structured or ritual deposits, there appears to be no remains

on the Maltings Lane site of an overtly ritual or religious nature. Neither is there evidence for

direct physical links in the form of roads or tracks between the two sites, which lie either side

of the Roman London-Colchester road.

However, it is apparent that the Ivy Chimneys complex was probably a rural shrine,

positioned along the road, and surrounded by an agricultural landscape. Parts of this
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landscape, in the form of enclosures and field systems spanning the Late Iron Age and

Roman periods, were investigated as part of the same work. In the absence of a shared

religious function, the agricultural landscape aspects of the two sites may be usefully

compared; particularly as they span a similar date range.

During the Late Iron Age/early Roman period both sites seem to have a similarly agrarian

nature, which included curvilinear enclosures. That at Ivy Chimneys is deemed to have

contained a settlement postulated to have been more than just a farmstead and could be the

focus of occupation for the tentatively associated remains excavated at Maltings Lane. The

mid-2nd - mid-4th century at Ivy Chimneys saw the growth of the religious complex and an

increasing difference in the nature of the two sites. It is probable that this sacred place was

something of a focus for the local population; including those who worked the land at the

Maltings Lane site. In essence, the latter provides a detailed insight into the nature of the

surrounding countryside, giving Ivy Chimneys greater context and serving to support its

interpretation of as a relatively isolated rural,shrine along the London-Colchester road.

5.2 Publication

The evidence, as outlined above, indicates that the site at Maltings Lane has regional

importance in several areas. It is clear that a more in depth consideration of the evidence

with respect to Roman and Medieval trade; the transition between the late Roman and

Saxon periods; agricultural processes, especially Roman and Medieval; and the continuous

use, and exploitation, of the landscape from the Late Iron age through to the Saxon period,

will significantly increase our understanding of these periods and themes. It is therefore

proposed that the final publication of the results will be in the East Anglian Archaeology

series.
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Figure 5  -  Phase I features
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Figure 15  -  Phase VI C features
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APPENDIX 1: ARCHIVE CONTENTS, CURATION AND STORAGE

Paper record

In total 5405 contexts were recorded during excavation with 149 group numbers assigned in

initial post-excavation. Records comprise:

166 context register sheets

5405 context sheets

8 context continuation sheets

149 group sheets

179 level register sheets

12 plan register sheets

412 plan sheets (83 filed A4 sheets and 329 loose sheets ca 560mm2)

80 section register sheets

78 section sheets ca 560mm2 (1740 section drawings)

51 photographic register sheets

5 soil sample register sheets

133 soil sample sheets

18 small finds register sheets (727 registered small finds)

930 colour slides

16 black and white contact prints

124 colour prints

4 medium format colour contact prints

Artefacts
WHMLOO 144 boxes
WHML01 93 boxes

Storage and curation
Until full publication of the excavation results all material will remain at ECC Field

Archaeology Unit in Braintree. Long term curation and storage will be at Braintree Museum.

Conservation
All material in need of conservation has been assessed by A-M Bojko of Colchester

Museum.

Museum Accessioning
All material :has been provisionally accepted by Braintree Museum and will be deposited

once full publication of results is complete.
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APPENDIX 2 RESEARCH AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

The general Research Objectives (ROs) are the broad areas of interest that the excavation

sought to address. These are mainly concerned with economy, settlement and landscape.

The two periods of major. transition, Late Iron Age to Roman and late Roman to Saxon, have

been highlighted as national research priorities. Site specific objectives such as the

relationship of the Roman site to Ivy Chimneys and that of the medieval settlement to the

main urban area at Newland Street are also included.

The Specific Objectives (SOs) take the General Objectives as a baseline and relate them to

the archaeology within the investigation area.

RO1.  Determine the nature and significance of the prehistoric activity in  Area A.

SO1 To plan and sample all features of prehistoric date in Area A and record their

stratigraphical relationships.

S02 To identify so far as possible the extent of the settlement and cemetery and whether

the settlement was enclosed.

S03 To recover sufficient artefactual material and stratigraphical evidence to establish the

date and chronology of the settlement and cemetery.

S04 If suitable features or deposits are located, to recover sufficient artefactual and

ecofactual material, including plant and animal remains, to establish the nature and economy

of the prehistoric settlement.

S05 To examine any structural elements belonging to the settlement with a view to

identifying the types of buildings present, their method of construction and use.

S06 To determine the status of the prehistoric community through a detailed examination

of burial practices and associated grave goods. This objective can only be realised if further

burials are located during the excavation.
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R02.  Examine the major transition periods  between  the Late Iron  Age/Roman  periods and

the late Roman/Early  Saxon

S07 To plan and sample all features identified as belonging to the major transitional

periods and record their stratigraphical relationships.

S08 To map features of the early Roman period onto those of Late Iron Age date, and the

Early Saxon period onto those of late Roman date, to establish continuity or change in

spatial organisation.

S09 To examine all aspects of settlement morphology, paying particular attention to

changes in alignment, position and type of structures and boundaries.

SO10  To identify and record structural remains.

SO11 To recover sufficient artefactual material, including plant and animal remains, to

understand the changing usage and economy of the site in the transitional phases. Also, to

establish the social status of the population, insofar as it can be inferred from the analysis of

material culture present.

S012  To determine  as precisely as possible the chronology  of all features belonging to the

transitional periods using standard methodology.

R03.  Determine the nature and  economy of  the Romano-British,  Saxon  and  medieval

Settlements.

S013 To identify the range of buildings and other settlement features and deposits to

establish the type of settlement and the activities practised at the site.

S014 To recover sufficient artefactual and ecofactual material to understand the use and

economy of the site during the Romano-British, Saxon and medieval periods. Also to

establish the social status of the population, insofar as it can be inferred from the analysis of

material culture present.

S015 To establish as far as possible the significance of trade by an examination of the

artefactual material recovered from the excavation.
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S016  To determine whether industrial or other manufacturing activity was undertaken, and

if so to determine its extent and scale.

S017 To recover assemblages of charred plant remains, animal bones and marine mollusc

shell to form part of an analysis of the economy and agricultural practices within the study

area and its immediate environs. During excavation bulk samples will be taken from a wide

range and variety of contexts and processed by bulk sieving and flotation.

S018 To examine the relationship between settlement and burial, particularly during the

Saxon period, but also at other times, should funerary evidence be located.

R04.  Examine the settlement activity in  association with its landscape

S019 To recover assemblages of charred plant remains, animal bones and marine mollusc

shell to form part of an analysis of the economy and agricultural practices within the study

area and its immediate environs. During excavation bulk samples will be taken from a wide

range and variety of contexts and processed by bulk sieving and flotation.

S020 To recover palynological and land mollusc assemblages to form part of an analysis of

settlement economy, and to provide information on landscape development and

reconstruction. Monoliths, Kubiena Box samples and/or column samples will be collected

and processed as appropriate.

R05.  Determine the relationship of the Roman activity  on site  with the ritual complex at Ivy

Chimneys

S021 To determine through study of structural, artefactual and environmental evidence the

status and function of the Romano-British settlement.

S022 To identify the presence or absence of evidence, structural or artefactual, for ritual

and religious activity associated with that at Ivy Chimneys.

S023 To locate any evidence for communication (roads or tracks) between Ivy Chimneys

and the Romano-British settlement at Maltings Lane.
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LAPPENDIX  3 FINDS TOTA S

Artefact T e Wei ht No of Ob'ects No of Boxes
Prehistoric Potte 20817 - 2
Roman Potte 411900 - 63
Saxon Potte 18797 - 4
Medieval Potte 20500 - 4
Coins 136 1
Co er Allo 101 1 Stewart Box
Lead and Pewter 3957 71 1 Stewart Box
Iron 357 1 +2 Stewart Box
Nails 1890 3
Ceramic ob'ects 8 1 Stewart Box
Worked Bone ob'ects 35 1 Stewart Box
Baked CIa 177200 - 18 +1 Stewart Box
Tile 702626 - 33 +ba s
Tessera 25000 - In tile
Brick 1000 - In tile
Mortar 9854 - 1
Plaster 9755 - 2 + 1 Stewart Box
O us si  ninum 64 - In mortar
Bri ueta e 8844 - 1
Worked Stone 47975 - 11
Unworked Stone 58537 - -
Glass minus Modern 266 148 1 Stewart Box
Flint - 234 1

9Burnt Flint 7 75
Shell 40856 7 +ba s
Sla 12544 2
Animal Bone 186637 37
Cremated Human 8924g 2
Bone
Unburnt Human Bone 3393 1
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APPENDIX 4 EHCR SUMMARY
Site name/Address:
Maltin s  Lane, Witham
Parish:
Witham
NGR:
TL 8150 1320 centred
Type  of  Work:
Excavation
Date  of Work:
Nov 2000 - Se t 2001, Oct 2001 - Ma 2002
Location  of Finds/Curating Museum:
Fairfield Court,  Braintree, to go to
Braintree Museum

Further  Seasons  Anticipated?:
No

District:
Braintree
Site  Code:
WHMLOO and WHML01
Site  Director/Group:
A Robertson; E Davis; N Lavender ECC FAU
Size  of Area  Investigated:
Excavation  area: 6 ha
Client:
Countryside Properties  plc, Barratt Eastern
Counties; Wimpey/McAlpine  Homes  Holdings Ltd,
Bovis Homes Ltd
Related EHR Nos.:
18000;18272;8197;8212;8407;8411;8412;
8413;8462; 8468;8470 ;8888 ;14039;14040;
14043;14044;14046;14047;14833;15107;
16414;16419;16463;16465

Final Report:
To be determined
Periods represented:
Prehistoric Roman Saxon Medieval Post-medieval Modern
SUMMARY OF FIELDWORK RESULTS:

The excavation of an area of 6ha within the 50ha development  site on  the south side of Maltings Lane,

Witham, uncovered evidence of almost continuous landscape use from  the Late  Bronze Age to the late

medieval periods. The main archaeological results are summarised and their importance  discussed.

The earliest evidence of human activity on site  dates to  the Neolithic (c.4000-2000 BC), and is

represented by a few flint  tools  and a single sherd of pottery. In  the Late  Bronze Age and Early Iron Age

activity was mainly concentrated in the south west  of the  site but a few fragments of field boundaries are

scattered over the whole site. Apart from the field boundaries the main  features  are four Late Bronze Age

roundhouses with associated pits. These roundhouses represent  some  of the earliest settlement activity

uncovered in the immediate vicinity. The Middle to Late Iron Age activity completely disregards the layout

of the Late Bronze Age system and imposes a series of boundaries, which  last  until the  late  Roman

period. Two small enclosures  and series  of liner post-hole alignments are the main features associated

with the Middle and Late Iron Age. The first, and only, evidence  of possible  ritual activity  also dates to

this phase and comprises a  storage  jar oven  and a  human skull in the terminus of one of the enclosure

ditches.

During the Latest Iron Age and early Roman periods a large sub-circular enclosure seems to have been

in  constant use  although a number of minor alterations to its form and possibly function occurred thought

the phase, including the construction of a possible barn. A natural hollow was first  used as  a crop

processing  area  during the Latest Iron Age and continued developing and being maintained, apparently

for the  same usage  through until the late Roman period. The mid and late  Roman  phase  sees

modifications  to  the layout of the enclosures, although the major boundaries remain in place. Smaller
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more regular fields/ enclosures and the demolition of the early Roman barn  and the  construction of a

structure with  cobble  foundations in its place. and a possible threshing floor suggest an increase in crop

processing. An increase the number of good quality artefacts and imported pottery along with a number

of cremation burials with attendant  vessels  suggest a  rise  in the status of the site during this  phase.

Early  Saxon  activity mainly  consists  of six sunken-featured buildings, grouped in three pairs, a

rectangular post structure and a scatter of pits and post-holes. The  Saxon  features completely disregard

the previous layouts and  seem to be  deliberately placed on top in places. A large percentage of the

artefacts  dating to this period are  associated  with textile working. A decrease in the amount of domestic

animal  bone  and an increase in game animal bone  suggests  that food produced from farming was being

supplemented by hunting. The end of the  Saxon  period  sees  a break in the geographical and temporal

continuity of the site with  the focus  shifting northwards to along the road frontage and no  features or

artefacts on site dating from c. 550AD until c.1000AD.

A medieval  farmstead  stood alongside the Roman road that evidently continued in use and is first

evidenced by a  series  of enclosures. By the 13th century the farmstead was complex comprising a

house/ byre, a 'corn-drier,  a post  built  barn  or animal pen and  a possible  pond. Artefactual and

ecofactual evidence  suggest  that  at  least  some  of the produce from the farmstead  was processed  on site

and the surplus may have  been  traded at a local market. The archaeological evidence  at  Maltings Lane

seems to  finish in or around the 16th century, however the still extant  Jacksons  Farm which lies

approximately 100m to the east of the medieval farmstead contains elements dating  to the  16th century

and may  represent  the next phase in the occupation of Malting  Lane.

The excavated evidence facilitates the study of localised landscape development from prehistoric times,

through the Late Iron Age,  Roman, Saxon  and medieval periods. The large and/or significant artefact and

environmental  assemblages  recovered contribute  to  the dating and interpretation of the site evidence,

and establish the character of occupation and agricultural activity in successive periods.

Previous Summaries/Reports:-
Brooks H 1995  Archaeological Fieldwalking Evaluation AT Land  South  of Maltings Lane, Witham, Essex.
Howard Brooks Archaeological Services Report
Clarke R 1999  Maltings Lane (Richardson and Wood Land), Witham,  Essex. Archaeological  Evaluation
by Trial Trenching.  ECC Report
Garwood A 1996  Wood End Farm, Maltings  Lane,  Witham: Archaeological Evaluation  ECC Report
Richardson S 1996 Report on  Geophysical Survey: Maltings Lane, Witham,  Essex. Geophysical Surveys
of Bradford Report
Wade A 1997  Maltin  s Lane,  Witham, Essex. Archaeolo ical Evaluation  ECC Re ort
Author of Summary:  Date  of Summary:
A Robertson 24th Janua 2004
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